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PREFACE
This repor: was prepared by :he Cessna Aircraft Company, Wallace Aircraft
Division under NASA contractNAS2-I0263 for "A Study of the Application of
Advanced Technologiosto Small, Shor=-HaulTransportAircraft". _"nisstudy,
hereafter referred to as the STAT (Small Transport Aircraft Technology)
study, was performedfrom June i, 1979 to August 31, 1980.
The NASA Technical Monitor for the CessnaSTAT study was Thomas L. Galloway,
AeronauticalSystemsBranch,Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, California.
The Cessna Study t_am consis=edof Emmett F. Kraus, Study Manager;Randal W.
Awker, TechnicalManager and responsiblefor aircraftperformance,sizing an_
optimization;Jerry W. Scholl, responsiblefor aircraftconfigurationdesign;
and Ozzie D. Mall, responsiblefor technoloEyapplications.
The authorswish to acknowledgethe contribu=ionof J. Siemens "inperformance
analyse_; V. Re_au • and J. Bait Ln advanced materials applica=ions;
C. Gonzalez in advanced engine applications;and G. Schmidt in confi_q/ration
design.
x_
1.0 SUMMARY
This studyaddressesthe benefitsof advanced_echnologyapplicationsfor 19
and 30 passenger, short-haul aircraft. Configuration seusitiviuies are also
, reviewed in order to show the design tradeoffs associated wi_h passenger
capacity, cabin comfort level and design field length. Besides providing
guidelines for commuter aircraft, the study results are generally valid for
large, twin-engine, turboprop business airplanes.
The study was divided into four pard.s:
i. Definition of four basel_--neairplanes and two design missions.
2. Review and application of advanced technologies to the baseline
airplanes,
3. Evaluation of the benefits of advanced technology applications.
A. Recommendations for further research and =ethnology efforts.
Table I shows =he 32 study airplanes examined in this study, including A
current technology baselines _id 28 advanced =echnology aircraft. The engine
- size, wing area, and wing geometry of each of these configure=ions was
op=imized for minimum direct operating cost' (DOC)-using =he =echnoiogies
noted.
The four baseline air-planes provided the op-orzt__ni_yfor assessing the
sensitivity of DOC ai%dfuel efficiency to config_.'-rationdifferences. Three
baselines were sized for a A000 f= takeoff field length (TOFL), ,4hileone
short-field version was designed for a 3,000 f_ TOFL. The longer-field !9
passenger airpla_,e could off-load 8 passengers to pe_nmitoperations from a
3000 f= field, but the penalty was a 73% increase in DOC per available seat.
The baseline designed for short field operations _mcurs _ much lower 5.85'_DOC
penalty, relative =o designing for a A000 f= field length.
Two cabin cross-section designs were studied, 2-abreast and 3-abreast. The
2-abreast cross-sec'_ionwas based on _he Cessna Citation II fuselage and is
similar Ln saze to =he Swearingen Metro. This cross section was used only
for 19 passenger designs, q_e 3-abreas*: cross section has a 6 ft aisle
height, flat floor, overhead and under_ea_ storage, and room for hanging
baggage, galley provisions, and - a=ory. Both 19 &nd 30 passenger
airplanes were designed with =his c_ ._c_ion.
Comparison of the 2- vs 3-abreast 19 passenger baselines shows that the costs
assoczated wi£h providing excellent cabin comforlt are small, in fact, _he
breakeven passenger load for the 3-abreast design is only 9 passengers, just
i more =h&n _he breakeven load for =he 2-abreast aim-plane.
The 19 axld 30 passenger, 3-abreast baselines were compared =o show the
efficiencies of larger airplanes, lque 30 seat airplane has 16% lower
seat-mile DOC's and 18_ilower fuel use met sea=.
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" Table 1. STAT Aircraft Designs
OPTIMIZED CONFIGURATIONS .2-ABPEAS,
4000 ft 3000 fZ 3-ABREAST I. 30 I
C___...,__ _ C_0 i..,_Gy_]_ . TOFL, TOFL " I" _J
ASELINES : _ ,X -I , BASELINE 1
I • BASELINE 2 (_HORT FIELD)
I @ BASELINE 3@ BASELINE z,
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AIRCRAFT WITH: I
@ LEVEL I ADVANCED AZRODYNAMICS X I X X
@ LEVEL 2 ADV._NCEDAERODYNAHICS X ! X X
• LEVEL I ADVANCED PROPULSION X X X
@"LEVEL2 IDVANCEDPROPULSION X X X
@ LEVEL 1 ADVANCED STRUCTURES X X X
@ LEVEL2 ADVANCEDSTRUCTURES X X X
• LEVEL I R!DE CONTROL X
@ LEVEL 2 KIDE CONq'ROL X ,
@ LEVEL i COMBINED TECHNOLOGIES X X X X
@ LEVEL 2 COMBINED TECHNOLOGIE_ X X X X
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Technical s_nsitivities were also conducted. The study shows DOC to be most
, sensitive to weight, followed in order by SFC, drag, maxim_m takeoff lift
coefficient, and aircraft price. Fuel efficiency is most affected by engine
SFC, followed by drag, weight, and maximum uakeoff lift coefficient.
Advanced technologies were studied fm four areas: aerodynamics, propulsios,
structures, and ride quality, q_o levels of technology were studied in each
of these four areas: Level i, representing near-term, low-risk applications;
end Level 2, moderato risk applications f_r the post-1990 time period. The
combined aerodynamic, propulsionq and structuzal technologies provide =he
following benefits:
Level i Level 2
Reduction _ DOC 13% 21%
o
Reduction _n Block Fuel 24_ 39%
Each technology provided impor=ant reductions in DOC and block fuel,
particularly for these Level 2 applications:
• Advanced airfoils and hlgh lift systems.
Tailored airfoils were studied along with flap systems designed
for high takeoff lift coefficient. Airplane cruise drag
coefficients were reduced 3.%and maximum t_keoff lif_ coefficients
were increased up _c 35%. These result in DOC savings of about 6%
and a block fuel reduction _f 11%.
• idva_ce_ propulsion systems.
Analyses for improved engines and propellers were based on STAT
propul_ion studies conducted under NASA-Lewis sponsorship by
Detroit Diesel Allison, Garret= AiResearch, General Electric, and
HamiltoP Sgandard. Improvements selected for this report provide
up =o _0% b(_t:er SFC values and 5% higher propeller effiaiencies,
resultinZ _ about 13% lower DOC's and 29% lower fuel use.
O Advanced materials and struc=ures.
Low drag airfoils, advanced flap systems, and higher efficiency
propellers ail rely on new materials and structural arr_gemenus
for achiev!_ng maxim_ benefits, in aidi=ion, airframe weight
saving_ of up =o 20% for bonded metals and 35% for composites are
predic=ed. These airframe weigh= savings result in 5% better
DOC's and block fuel savings of about A%.
O Ride quality _mprove_en=s.
#m co=ace .._de centre! system, along with higher w_%g feedings,
can provide sig_nifican= !mprovemenzs In passenger ride comfort.
Gust response can be reduced up to 70% in cruise.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The commuter Airlines have become a major factor in uhe U.S, air
transportation system, providing over one-third of all scheduled airline
" _liEhts. The rapid growth in commuter AirJine activity in the past ten years
has created strong i_Iterest in new aircraft for this mazke_, l_is s_udy
recommends appropriA_& new technologies for _hese alto:aft.
The c0mmu_er ai_'lineswere initially defined as a class of exemp_ scheduled
air carriers by-the Civil Aer0nautics Board (CAB) in 1969. As a condition
£or being _xempt from many of the reporting requirements of CAB regulation.s,
the commuter aircraft were limited in size _o 5670 kg (12,500 ib) _ross
_akeoff weight. This &ffectively limited the aircraft to a capacity of 19
passengers. The CAB later increased the size of commuter aircraft to a
passenger limit o_ 30 and a weight limit of 3&O0 kg (7500 ib) payload,
effective September 17, 1972.
The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 increased the size limits to 55 seats
and 8165 kg (18,000 ib) payload. Effective May 17, 1979, the C_IBpermitted
the exempt commuter carriers uo operate aircraft having up uo 60 seats and
8165 kg (18,000 Ib) payload.
To provide another m_ans for _he commuter carriers to us_ larger aircraft,
the Airline Deregulation Act allows commuter airlines _o receive Certificates
of Public Convenience ana Necessity from the CAB under SecTion 401 of the
Federal Aviation Act. Over 30 commu=er carriers have been granted these
certificates. They may fly any size aircraft, but they must also comply wi_h
the additional regulations for certificated airlines.
The exemp_ all-cargo commuters may fly aircraft with an 8165 kg (18,000 ib)
payload capacity. Those which have received All Cargo Certificates under
Section 418 may use any si_e aircraft in all-cargo service. Over 2C
commuters hold All Cargo Certificates.
Commur.er airline _'.'affichas grown from 4.3 million passengers and ._9.5
billlon k_ (_3.5 million tons) cf car_o u_ 1970 _o an estimated 15.5 millisn
passsn_,ers and 45& billion kg (500 million _ons) of cargo in 1980. The
average annual growth i_npassen_e_.s emplaned was IA_ for this period, and
average annual CArgO growth was 28_.
Trunk and local service carriers began wi_hdrawin_ from short-haul routes
after passage ot the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, which in_roduced
easier market entry and exit rules. High fuel costs maoe it ur.profi_ableto
operate _heir large je_-powered aircraf_ on short-haul rou=es. The commuter
air carriers experienced record growth in 1979, _he firs_ year after
deregulation, as _hey e._pandedinto shor_-haul marke_s abandoned by the trunk
and local service carr_rs.
During !979, commuter passenger _raffic increased 27% and uhe commuuer air
car=lers added a recors number of new aircraft zo their fleets. The number
of commuter ai_-planeshaving i0 or'more passenger seaus grew 22',_$during _he
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year. Therewere 1606aircraftin commuterse_ice by July,1980. Of these,
267 were used exclusively for cargo.
This growth in the commuter fleet is expected to continue. A study by the
Aerospace Corporation projects U.S. sales of aircraft with 15-60 seats to be
2373 units for the years 1980-2000. Total worldwide sales of these aircraft
are projected to be some 5400 units for the same period (Reference I).
The expandinginternationalmarketfor short-haulaircrafthas resultedin a
number of new and modified aircraft development programs for the 15-60 seat
airplane market. Few of these programs involve domestic manufacturers.
Furthermore, the domestic programs are either modifications of existing
aircraft or jcint programs with an overseas par:her.
In 1978, anticipating the need for additicnal domestic research and
developmen= for commuter aircraft, the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation requested that NASA report on commuter aircraft
technologies thaL could increase their acceptance and use, and also on
whether NASA research and development efforts could assist manufacturers in
providingthesetechnologies.The SmallTransportAircraftTechnology(STAT)
research activity at the NASA - Ames Research Cen_er was initiated in
response _o this reques_
NASA had already been investigating operational requirements and advanced
technologies for small, shor_-hau! aircraft (Reference 2 and 3). _Sesa
studies provided an understanding of the low and medium density markets
associated with commuter and regional airllnes. They also highlighted the
importance of having low operating costs along with high passenger a_d
community acceptance.
These and other studies (such as Reference 4) additionally show a clear
economic advantage for turboprop aircraft in commuter service because of _he
small aircraft size, high frequencies, shor_ stage lengths, low cruise
altitudes, and short runways common to this market.
As par: of the STAT effort, NASA has issued technology application study
contracts to 4 airframe, 3 engine, and 2 propeller manufacturers. _ese
include the Cessna Aircraft Co. Wallace Aircraft Division, Beech Aircraf_
Co., the General Dynamics Convair Division, Lockheed California, Garrett
AiResearch, the General Electric Aircraft Engine Group, the General Motors
Detrolt Diesel Allison Diviszon, Cessna Aircr_f_ Co. McCauley Accessory
Divmsmon, and United Technologies Hamilton Standard Division. Resu!_s of
these contracts are summarized in Keference 5.
q"neobjectives of this stu4 •were._o:
Idenulfy promis&'.gadvanced =ec.hnoiogiesfor 19 and 30 passenger
short-haul aircr_.ft.
@ Define the fuel efficiency and operating cost benefits of each
study tec_hnology.
@ Outline =he research and development necessary _o ensure _he
confident use of promising tec,hnologles i.nnew aircraft.
The Cessna STAT study consistedof the followingtasks:
• Task"i - Baseline Aircraftand Mission Definition
Baseline airplane configurations were designed to repTesent
current technology commuter aircraft. The design m_ssion
definition was based on short-haul operational requirements.
® Task 2 - Applicationcf AdvancedTechnology
Several candidateadvancedtec_mologies_ere analyzedto determine
their appropriateapplicationin small, shor_-haulaircraft. They
were then applied individually_d in combinationto each of the
baseline aircraft.
Task 5 - Evaluationof AdvancedTechnology
The cos_ and benefits of each advanced _.echnologywere evaluated
for each size of study aircraft in terms of fuel efficiency,
operatingcost, and passengeracceptance.
• Task 4 - Recommendationsfor Future Research
Specific areas requiring further research were identified. The
recommendedresearch efforzs are needed to achieve_-ndverify the
readinessof the promisingadvancedtechnologies.
3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
" ABR abreast
AF blade activity fat.tot
AR aspect ratio
B overheadburden factor
BFL balanced field length
C ce_ts
- C Celsius
C_ Civil Aeronautics Board
CAST Cessna Aircraft Sizing Technique
Ca airframe price
Cae price of _ypical optional avionics and equipment
CAL airframe maintenance labor costs (S/flight).
CAM airframe maintenance material costs (S/flight)
C crew costs ($/£1igh_)
c
CD depreciation costs (S/flight)
C price per enginee
Cf price of fuel (S/gallon)
C._ fuel cost (S/flight)
C. insurance costs ($/flisht)
L
CL lift coefficien_
CL _1_ maxlmum !ift coeffi.cien_
C propulsion system price - engine and propellerp
- Cp_ engine and propeller maln_enance costs (S/flight)
C _oual aircraft first price•
cm centimeter
D propellerdiameter
dee degrees
Dp depreciation period (yr)
DOC direcu operating cost
F Fahrenheit
(Fa)i cost complexity factor for the ith airframe component
Fb block fuel
- Fp cost complexity factor for propulsion
ft feet
hr hour
I annual insurance rate
in inch
KI airframe_labor hourly rate
K2 airframe labor cyclic factor
K3 airframQ material hourly factor
KA airframe material cyclic factor
K5 constant factor for hourly maintenance costs
K6 price faczor for hourly maintenance costs
K7 engLne and propeller cyclic cost factor
Ka average airframe prlce factor
Kp engine and propeller price factor
K airframe and engine spares ratio
kg kilogrm_
KIAS knousindicatedairspeed
km kilomezam
kPa kilopas¢._1
kt knoc
k'TAS knots true airspeed
kW kilowatt
Ib pound
ibm pounds mass
L/D lif_-drag_"a_io
LDG landimE
LR labor rate ($/hr)
m mezer
M msximum cruise Mach number
N maximum propellerspeed (zpm)
Ne number of engines
Ns n_unberof passengersea_s
NLF natural lam_ar flow
nm nauzicalmile
P eng._--nepower
P _o_al maximum razed sea level s_a=_cpower
PAX passengers
psi pounds per square inch
R residualvalue ratio
tad radia_',s
RCS ride controlsystem
R/C rids control
" RMS roo= mean square
rpm revolutionsper minute
Sw wing area
SFC specificfuel consumption
shp shaft hor=epower
skm ssa_ kilometer
snm sea_ nauticalmils
STAT Small Transpor:AircraftTechnology
_b block _ime (hr)
tf fliEh__ime (hr)
t gro,_d maneuveruime
g
T.O. takeoff
TO;L takeoff field length
TOGW takeoff grossweight
U annual u_ilization
VAPP m_nimum approachsteed
VCR maximum cruise _peed
W operators'empty weight less engines and propellers
a
(Wa)i weigh= of the ith airframecomponen=
WT propellerweishu, less spinner,deice, and governor
k _aper ra_io
l0
4.0 DESIGN APPROACH
Each of the 32 study aircraft was sized to satisfy the design mission and
, optimized for minimum direct operating COSt (DOC). This section describes
the sizing and optimization procedures, =he DOC method, and the pricingformula used for these analyses.
4.1 Sizing and Optimization
The Cessna Aircraft Sizlng Technique (CAST)was used to size and optimizethe
wing, engine, fuel load, and weight of each study airplane. The aircraft
geometries were optimized by means of a multiple carpet plot procedure.
4.1.1 Carpet Plots
The basic approach to sizing and optimizing each aircraft involved carpet
plots, as presented in Figure I. The basic carpet is a A x 4 grid of wing
. area (Sw) and engine power (P)• Each intersection of two grid lines
represents an individual airplane (po!_.tdesign) =hat meets the payload-range
requirements of the sizing mission. Complete performance and D0C information
was calculated for each point design. The left hand scale shows the design
takeoff weight assoczated with grid locations.
The performance requirements (or design constraints) were applied on the
carpet plot, as shown in F:igure 2. The design constraints shown include
balanced field length, crulse speed at maximum cruise power and approach
speed. Takeoff an@ balked landing climb gradient constraints were also
checked, but none of the study designs were constrained by the climb gradient
requirements because the cruise speed requirement was more demanding.
Since the performance of each poimt design is kno%m, these lines of constant
performance levels can be located by interpolation and drawn on the carpet
plot. The performance constraints are indicaued by crosshatching. Aircraft
on the crosshatched side of the line do not meet the constraints. Additional
parameter lines can be dra_rnto determine =he sensitivity of ai_-p,lane size
and weight to the design constraints. For example, BFL, represents the
balanced field length constraint, and BFL= represents a shorter field length.
This shorter field length is shown to require a larger wing and/or larger
engines, resulting Jala heavier airplane.
Figure 2 show_ a !arBe design region where aircraf= meet _-heconstraints, as
we!! as the mission requlrements. To find the optimum design point in this
region, lines of cons'r.antdirec= operating cos= are overlayed, as in Figure 3.
These DOC lines represent the dollar cost of flying an airplane on an
average !85 km (!00 nm) stage length. The minlmum DOC design point in the
deslgn region is indicated by point A. This point represents _-helowest DOC,
or optlmlLm airpla/_eon the plot zhat meets all the design requirements, qqle
CAST program employs an automatic rout._neto check =he DOC gradient and the
constraints =o find =his optlmum design poLnt.
ii
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Figure 2. Carpet Plot Sizing.
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Figure 3. Carpet Plot Optimization
4.1.2 Geometry Optimization
Each of the 16 airplanes that comprise a particular sizing grid has the same
wing and propeller geomet_ (wing sweep, thickness ratio, taper ratio, aspecz
ra=io, and propeller diameter). Consequently, the optimum point on a carps=
plot represents the minimum D0C combination of wing and engzne size only for
_hat particular air-planegeometry.
The optimization of airplane geome=ry requires a number of carpet plots.
Three geometry parameters wer_ optimized: wing aspect ra_io, wing taper
ratio, and propeller diameter. Since the aircraft are subsonic, the sweep
and thickness ra_io values did not require optimization. These were fixed at
0° sweep and 15% average w_.ngthickness.
Figure A illustrates the geometry op_zmization procedure. This example uses
four grids to find the optimum value of taper ratio (_), while holdinS aspect
ratio (KR) and propeller diameter (D) constant. Four values of aspect ra_io
and uaper ratio, and five values of propeller diameter were analyzed <Table
2). Consequen_:ly, a total of 20 D0C curves of the t_-pe sho%_ iI_Figure 4
could be plotted, r_quirLng 80 carpet plots to optimize _he geomet'_7of eac_
study airplane.
In Zhis study, 4 baseiix_eairplane,J',and 28 advanced tec_hnologya=.rplaneswere
sized and ootimized, which could require a total of 32 alrcraft x 80 grids
per aircraft x 16 points per grid = 40,960 po_/1=designs. This large number
of designs represents a considerable demand for computer use. However,
excellent computational produc_ivi'_y was achieved by checking letign
sensitivities throughou_ the optimization process _n order zo reduce the
numbe_ of polnt designs neec_ed.
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Figure 4, Geometry Optimization
Table 2. Geometry Values Analyzed
TAPER RATIO,k ASPECT RATIO, AR PROPELLER DIAMETER, D
11 = .2 AR_ = 7 D_ = 254 cm
(100 in)
_, = .3 AR2 = 9 D2 = 279 -_:
(1!0 in)
_3= .4 AR3= 11 D_= 305cm
(12o in)
_ = .5 AR. = 13 D_ = 330 cm
( 130 Ln.)
.... D_ = 356 cm
(140 ia)
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4.1.3 CAST Description
The carpet plots were generated by the Cessna Aircraft Sizing Technique
(CAST), shown in Figure 5. The CAST desisn process begins with the
preparation of an initial 3-view configuration drawing. Parametric lift,
drag, and weiSht daze are generated for this initial configuration. This
parametric data is part of the input to CAST. The remaining iapu_ data
includes the mission defimitzon, en$ine da_a and installation e_.fects,and
tail sizing crineria.
The innermost loop determines the fuel load needed to complete the mission.
The gross weight is adjusted in this loop in order to reflect the desi_
effects of changes in the fuel load. The drag polar adjustment in the fuel
slzing loop ls used when there are external fuel scores. After each aircraft
is sized on this innermost loop, a full set of performance and operating cost
data is calculated.
The outer loops adjust wing &_'ea,engine power, wlng geometry, and propeller
geometry. Basic lif_, drag and weight data are modified accordingly. Upon
" completion of each " x A array of wing area and power, the el'zing_mlorma_ion
is automa_ically p!ott_d for analysis.
C--'--
A_OM[SSIC_AN{)0£$I_N_ RE(_/IRED
GROUChRLL_ I I FOR .I_IO. ._---_-- - -_
• £ I _1 ,f *
NO
Figure 5. CAST Flow Char_
4.2 Direct Operating Cost Model
Several direct opera_in_ cos_ me_hods have been developed under NASA f_tndln_
for use i_._he design of small, shor_-haul aircraft (References 3,6,7,8 and
9). The Aerospace Corporation Model (Reference 9) includes a comparison wlrh
the BoeLng and Douglas models. Additionally, the Civil Aeronautics Board has
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developed it's own small aircraft cos'_ingme_hod (Reference I0) in order to
provide profit-loss estimates for particular aircraft in specific route
segments, l_ae CAB model costing inpuus are update4 quarterly (e.g.,
References ii and 12).
'FneCessna DOC me_hod fo!]ows the general format of the 1967 ATA DOC method
(Reference 13), with modifications necessary to represent commL'_er 8m.d
regional aircraft operating costs in 1979.
" 4.2.1 DOC Ground Rules
NASA established the following ground ruler for the D0C ca!culations:
® All costs to be presented in 1979 dollars.
@ Crew costs (S/block hr) to be 2.7 x passenger seats, with a
minimum nf $30.24/bloch hr.
@ Maintenance labor rate to be $10/hr.
@ Maintenance burden to be 80%.
@ Uti!iza_ion uo be 2800 hr/yr for all calculations.
@ Annual insurance rate to be 1.5% of the tonal aircraft p_ice.
@ Spares requiremen_ no be 6% of :he aircraft Frice for 19
passenger aircraf_ and 8% for 30 passenger aizcraf_.
@ Depreciation on aircraft and spares to be s_raight line over a
12 year period _o a 15% residual value.
@ Non-productive aircraft,mmleuvering _ime (including air and
ground maneuvers) _o be i0 minutes for all flight distances.
@ Fuel cost _o be Sl.00/gallon.
4.2.2 DOC Cost Estimating P.e{ationships
The operating cost elemen_.s include _he crew, insurance, depreciation,
airframe labor and material ,(broken down into hourly and cyclic costs),
propulsion system hourly and cyclic costs, and fuel.
Airframe maJm_enance cost.factors were derived from Cessna airframe cos_ da_;
for 1975-!978. Fowerplan_ maintenance cos= faczors were derived from Prate &
Whitney PT6 engine maintenance and overhau! cos_ data.
Crew:
C = Z.7 (Ns)_bc
where :
C = crew costs ($if!igh_)o
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N _ numbar of Dasseng_r sea_ss
tb = block tisne(hr)
Insurance:
C! = [I (Ct) tb]/U
where:
C I = insurance costs (S/flight)
I _ aru_ual insuranco rate = 0.015
Ct = total aircraf_ firstpri_ (19795)
U = annual utilization = 2800 hr/yr
- Depreciation:
Co = [(I- R . Ks) Ct tb]/[(Dp)(U) ]
wher_ :
CD = depreciation costs (S/flight)
R = rasidual valu_ ratio = 0.15
K = airframe and engine spares ratios
K = 0.06 for !9 passenger aircraftS
K = 0.06 for 30 passenger aircraft
S
D = dept. .at_on period (yr_ = 12
P
Maintenanc_
AirframeLabor:
CAL = [Klu_ • K°]L(W )(LR_(B)]
where:
CAL = airfr_me maintenance labor costs (S/flight)
K 1 = airframe labor hourly fac=or
tf = f_ight t_me (hr) = t.b _g
K_ = airfram_ labor cyclic facuo_
. = ground maneuver time = .0667 hrg
(ground manueve: _ime = 4 rain
air maneuver time = 6 rain)
- Wa = operator's empty weigh_ less engines and propellers (]b)
LR = labor rate :=10.00 $/hr
B = ov6rhead burden factor = 1.8
Airframe Material:
CAM = [K3tf + K4]Wa
" where:
CAM = airfzame maintenance material costs (S/flight)
K3 = aizframe material hourly factor
K4 = airfre.mematerial cyclic fac:or
Engine & PropellGrs:
CpM = Ne[(K5 + K6C )(l_)(B)(tb)'+ KTCp]
where:
CpM = engine and propeller maintenance costs (S/flight)
N = number of enginese
K5 = constant factor for hourly maintenance costs
K6 = price factor for hourly maintenance costs
C = propulsion system price for engine and propeller (19795)D
K. = eng,.no_d propeller cyclic cost factor
Fuel:
CFC = CfYbi6."
where :
CFC = fuel cost (S/flight)
Cf = price of fuel :_S!.001gallon
r = block fuel (Ib)
"b
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4.3 Aircraft Pricin9
Aircraft prices in 1979 dollars _,ereestimated on the basis of airfrmue
weight, engine raked power, and typical avionicsand equipment:
Ct = C + C +a p Caa
where:
Ct = total air=raft first price (19795)
Ca=
K = average airframe price factor = $251/kg ($i14/Ib)a
(Fa)i cost complexity factor for the ith airframe component
(Wa)i = weight,of the ith airframe component
Cp = propulsion system price =(Kp)(Fp)(Pc)
K = engine and propeller price factor = SZ95/kw ($220/hp)
P
F = cost complexity factor for propulsionp
Pt = tctaJ,maximum rated sea level static power
C = price of typical optional avionics and equipment = $125,000ae
l"ne cost complexit? fathers were used to accoun= for the different cost per
pound or cost per horsepower of the varlous advanced technologies discussed
in Section 6.0. If, for example, the cost per pound of an advanced
technology airframe component was 50% higher than for the current technology
item it replaced, the cost complexity factor for pricing the advanced
technology component was 1.5. For current technology items, these factors
are I.0.
The airframe weight items used for pricing in the above fo_-mula include
ever?_hing in the basic empr.yweight except engines, propellers, and optional
avionics and equipment. Thi_ definition of airframe weight is different from
tha_ used "inSee=ion ,%.2.2for calculating airframe maintenance cosr.sbecause
of the different %raythe operating costs are incurred.
i_.e airframe average price facuor of S251ikg ($214/ib) was derived from
published price and we.tgh_ data for Cessna, Swearingen, Shorts, and De
Havilland turboprop aircraft. The engine and propeller price factor was
" derived from _ata submitted by the manufacturers. The price of optional
avionics _nd equipment represents an average options prlce for commuter
aircraft delivered in 1979.
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5.0 BASELINE AIRCRAFT AND DESIGN MISSION
The basel_neaircraftand desi_ missionsare describedin this section.
Fourcurrenttechnologybaselineai_pl_nesweredesi_ed, three19 passenger
aircraft and one 30 passenger airplane (Table 3). These baselines represent
a current technology reference for comparison with the advancec technolo_
airplanes described in Section 7.0. In addition, th_ baselines were compared
among themselves to indicate their design sensitivities to the bal_cced field
length requirement, passenger cabin comfort, and number of sea_s. These
airplanes were sized uo mee_ the operational requirements of the short-haul
environment, and each airplane design was optimized for minimum direct
op-_ratin.gcos_.
5.1 DeSign Background
5.1.1 Choice o_ Passenger Seating Capacities
, Both 19 and 30 passenger airplanes have become standard sizes in the commuter
airline industry. Originally, these seatJn_ capacities were a resul_ of the
regulatory constraints. In particular, commuter carriers operating under F.A!{
Part 135 are permitted to carry up to 19 passengers wi_.hout incurring _he
additional expense of a cabin attendant. The Swearingen Metro and the
DeHavilland DHC-6 l%;in Otter are the existing 19 pasenger, short-haul
airplanes in service. Development programs for this size aircraft i_nclude
the Beech 1900, BAe Jetstzeam 31, Dornier 228-200, and the upgraded Embraez.EMB-1lOPS Bandierante.
l_ne 30 passenger size resulted when FAR Part 135, "Air Texi Operauors and
Commercial OPerators of Small Aircraft", was revised in 1972. Operators
using aircraft carry._J_gmore than 30 passengers had to comply with the
additional maintenance, personnel, _:raining,and flight dispatch requiremen£s
of FAR Part 111. lmne Shorts 330 is the only existing 30 passenger,
short-haul aircraft. Two additional 30 passenger aarcraf_ are ul
development; ';heEmbraer EMB-120 Brasilia and the Ahrens 40A.
5.1.2 Baseline Aircra{t Desisn Philosophy
The baseline airplanes were designed using the airframe, propulsion,
aerodyllamic,and systems technologies that are found in _he existing commuter
fleet. The 2-abreas_ alrcraft were derived from the Cessna Citation II
fuselage ane empennage. %q%ewang, powerplan_s, undercarriage, and systems
are all new. This approach provided a 2-abreas= baseli_tethat is similar in
size aad overall configure=ion _o the Swearingen Metro.
The 3-abreast, 19 passenger airplane is an all new design. It was designed
for increased passenger acceptax,ce. _"qlelarger cabin allows easy entry and
exit with carry-on baggage, space for hanging baggage, undersea,zand overhead
s=orage, a flat floor, a szandup aisle, and a lavatory. The costs associated
wi_h providing these additional conveniences in the 19 passenger airplane
were examined la_er ia _he study.
2O
The 30 passenger airplane was conceived as a stretched version of the
3-abreast, 19 passenger baseline. This allowed a joint-programpricing
str_cture for major fuselageand system element3. The wing and propulsion
system were resized and optimizedfor _he higher payload.
The study aircraft were not constrainedby an external or internal noise
goal; however, some allowances for noise con_roI w_ue incorporated,
consisten_with cu=ren= design practice. A propeller speed of 1700 rpm was
chosen, which is identical _o PT6A-45 and -65 propeller speeds. The
clearance between propeller tips and the fuselage was se_ at 0.61 m (2& in)
and a weigh_ allowance for moderate cabin sidewall treatment was included.
On each of the desi_1_s,the empennage arrangement is in_ended to reduce
struc_ursl-bo_e noise by removing _he horizontal tail from _he propeller
wake.
The study aircraf_ were all low w_ng configurations.High wing aircraftcan
have advantageswhere s_rvice vehicle or ground obstruction clearances are
critical. However, i_ was judged chat passengerswould prefer _he cleaner,
airline look of a low wing configuration. Furthermore, wi_h low w_ug
airplanes, there is less chance of passengersbeing disturbed by flap and
landinggear operation.
Table 3, Baseline Technology Aircraft
AIRCRAFT PASSENGER SEATS BALANCEDFIELD
SEATS ABREAST LENGTH
rn
(ft)
BASELINEi 19 2 1219
(_ooo)
BASELINE2 19 | 2 9I_
(3000)
ELINE 19 3 1219
, --_ (,_ooo)
L _A._ELI_'_ 30 1 3 1219
(z,ooo)
oRtG%_4ALpAGE %fl
OF pOOR Qu_L|TY
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5,2 Aircraft Design Ground Rules
The certification and operation requirements of FAR parts 25 and 135 were
followed in the study aircraft designs. Additional requirements were
included as a result of previous NASA and Cessna short-haul aircraft,studies.
The design ground rules listed in this section incorporate these
requlrem_nts, as well as many of the recommendations made to NASA during i_'s
surveyof commuterand localservicecarriersin 1978.
5.2.1 Configuration Grou,_d Rules
The aircraft configurations were desi_ned to the following requirements:
G A 90.7 kg (200 Ib) allowance per passenger including baggage.
O Provision for at ]east 0.14 m3 (5 f=3) of preloaded baggage per
passenger.
• Provisions _or at least 2.0 cm (0.80 in) of cabin hanging
garment space per passenger,
• Provisions for a_ least 0.07 m3 (2.55 ft=) of underseat plus
overhead storage per passenger for carry-on baggage in. _he
3-abreast airplanes. A 23 x 41 x 51 am (9 x 16 x 20 in)
maximum unuerseat bag dimension was used in the 3-abreas_
cabins, in order to match the undersea_ limits of most large
transports. The 2-abreast airplane underseat ba_ size
requirement was 13 x 36 x A6 ¢m (5 x 14 x 18 in).
@ A 1.83 m (72 in) minimum interior aisle height for the
3-abreast configurations, and a 1.45 m (57 in) aisle height for
the 2-abreast aircraft.
® An 81.3 cm (32 ia) minimum seat pitch for the 3-abreast
airplanes, and a 76.2 cm (30 in) sea_ pitch for the 2-abreas_.
aircraft.
O A _5.7 cm (18 in) minimtlmseat width.
A 45.7 cm (18 in) minimum aisle width for the 3-abreast
configurations, .inda 35 6 cm (iA in) minimum aisle width for
the ",-abreastaircraft.
Air-stair passenger door.
• Lavatory provzszons in the 3-abreast airpl_u_es.
® Beverage service provesions in ;he 30 passenger aircraft.
@ Cabin pressurlzation to 42 kPa (6 psi).
@ Air conditioning.
@ Provision for 1 cabln attendant in the 30 passenger aircraft.
@ 2 pilot cockpit.
• An airframe design life of 30,000 hours and 60,000 cycles.
@ Dualwheelgear.
@ AII fuel tanks in wing outer panels.
@ High horizontal tail for unobstructed access to aft
cargo/baggage door.
5.2.2PerformanceGrol,ndRules
The study aircraft were designed to meet the following performance
requirements :
@ Full design payload to be carried over a range of IIii km
(600 nm) with reserves for a 185 km (I00 nm) alternate plus 45
minutes at maximum cruise power at the en1"outebruise altitude.
@ Field length to not exceed 1219 m (4000 ft) for a 32.2°C (90°F)
day at sea level.
e C=uise speed capabil_ty to be at least 463 km/hr (250 kt)
indicated airspeed at 3048m (i0,000 ft) altitude I/istandard
day conditions. Thls represents a 536 km/hr (289 kt) true
iirspeed at 3048 m (i0,000 ft).
@ Terminal area speed capability to be at least 333 km/hr
(180 k_) indicated airspeed with gear and flaps ex_ended in
order to h_terface with je_ traffic.
Approach speed to not exceed ".22 km/hr (I,"0 k:) indicated
airspeed mn _he landing configuration at maximum landing welgh_
in order to qualify for operations in Category B of the
_nstrument approach procedures, as defined in FAR Part 97
This corresponds _o a stall speed in the landing configuration
of 171 kmihr (92 kt).
5.3 DesignMissions
A sizing mission was defined to _ncorporate _he payload-reu_gerequirement and
the additional o.Dera_ional requ,rements of the shorS-hau! envzronment. AI]
aircraft were slzed to m_e_ "-hecapablli_ies of the sl_ing mission. A shorter
mission, representative of _he average commuter stage length, was used to
opnimaze _he axrcrafu.
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5.3.1 Sizing Mission
The sizing mission is shown in Figure 6. This mission includes takeoff with
seats full at takeoff gross weight, climb at maximum climb speed, cruise a_
/+572 m (15,000 ft) altitude at maximum cruise power to a llll km (600 nm)
destine=ion, maneuver for 6 minutes, descent, mi._sed approach, and flight to
a 185 km (I00 urn)altez-natewith 45 minu_es reserves, l'he4572 m (15,000 f:)
cruise altitude was _hosen to assure a reasonable low altitude range
capability, since these aircraft would be typically operated on a series of
short, low al:itude flights.
The sizing mission primarily defines the sequence of operating procedures
used to determine the fuel quantity required for each point design. The only
performance items specified in the mission are the range, alternate distance,
and reserve endurance requirements. The remain_-ngperformance ground rules
(speed and field length requirements) are applied as const:ain=s in =he
carpet plot procedure described in Section 4.1.i.
5,3.2 Optimization Mission
All study aircraft were optimized for minimum D0C on a 185 km (i00 nm) s_age
length. The optimization misslon is identical to the sizing mission, except
for _he shorter szage length. Takeoff was at the design takeoff gross weigh_
(full fuel, seats full), the cruise altitude was 4572 m (15,000 ft), and
maximum'cruise power was used (Figure 7).
5.4 Baseline Aircraft Description
The baszline designs represent optimized curren_ tecPa%ology aircraft. These
are compared to advanced technology aircraft in Section 7.0. The
configuration descriptions, aerodynamics, operating costs, and design
sensitivities are presented in this section. The baseline airplanes are
identified by number in Table 3, and Table 4 provides a szu_mary of the
baseline aircraft characteris=zcs.
5,4.1 Configuration Description
5.4.1.1 General
The baseline aircraft were designed wi_h tecknologles represen_atlve of
today's 19 and 30 passenger shor_-haul airplanes. The wing designs have NACA
230X_Xairfoils and parzial span, single-slo==ed flaps. The airframe designs
are of riveted aluminum construction. Basic engine installation data and
scaling factors were derived from the Pratt & Whi=ney PT6 engine series.
Systems __.ights were based on the Citation II mechar_ical, hydraulic,
electric, environmental, instrumentation, and avzonics systems.
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Figure 6. Sizing Mission
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Table 4. Baseline. Aircraft Characteristics
• ,, , , , m
19 30
PAS._ENGER PASSENGER
CI_RACTERISTICS # i # 2 # 3 # 4
SHORT
FIELD
2 ABR 2 ABR 3 ABR 3 ABR
,.., , •_.._ . _. _ =
T_OFF GROSSWEIG.RT k_ 7239 7468 8140 i0981
(Ib) (15960) (16465) (17945) (24210)
EMPTYWEIG_Tr kg 3983 ;_057 4679 5897
(Ib) (8780) (8945) (10315) (13000)
SEA_VEL POWER_/ENGI_ kW 928 1040 ,1070 1439
(SHP) (1245) (1395) (1435) (1930)
,, , , , ,, ,,,,,, ,
WINGLOADING kg/m: 240 215 251 259
(Ib/f_2) (49 i) (&A.l) (51.3) (53.1)
POWERLOADING kg/kW 3.9 &.0 3.8 3.8
(ib/ffP) (6.4) 6.6) (6.3), (6.3)
WING:
AREA m_ 30.2 3&. 7 32.5 42./_
(f_._) (3_5) (373) (350) (&56)
SPAN m 17.6 17.9 17.8 20.0
(f=) (57.7) (58.7) (58.&) (65.8)
ASPECTRATIO 10.25 9.25 9.75 9.50
PERFORMANCE:
TAKEOFFFIELDLENGTH m 1219 91& 1219 1219
(FAR25) (fr) (AO00) (3000) (4000) (&000)
TA_OFF DISTanCE m 716 564 721 744
_FAR23) (ft) (2350) (1850) (2365) (2440)
RATEOF CLIMB m/min 1024 1123 1050 1039
@ SEA LEVEL (f:,'m) (3360) (3685) (3&45) (3&10)
APPROACHSPEED kmiHR 206 19& 209 213
@ SEA LE_L (KTAS) (III) (105) (113) (i15)
,_AX.CRUISESPEED km/}LR 463 463 463 A63
@ 3048m(i0000f=) KIAS) (250) (250) (250) (250)
RANGE2 @ 4572m km Iiii iiii Iiii IIii
(15000f:) (nm) (600) (600) (600) (600)
BLOCK,_JEL
185km Cl00nm) kg 249 ._."'_ 281 363
(ib) (550) (600) (620) (800)
1111km (600nm) kg 934 1039 1073 1427
lib) (2060) (2290) (22_5, (3145)
AIRCRAFTINITIALPRICE SMIL i.&9 1.56 l.TA _,.,3"
DOCJ cISEAT-h_ 5.936 6.278 6.712 5.657
(¢/SEAT/nm) (10.993) <11,617) (li.&30) (I0.&76)
RELATIVEDOC 1.000 l.OS8 1.131 0.953
I _,THERMODYNAM!C PO_%R
2. WI_ .RESERVES
3. _85 km (I00nm) STAGELENG_
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5.4.1.2 Interior Configurations
The configurationdesignsbeg_ with the layoutof cabininteriors_o meet
the study ground rules. Figure 8 shows the interior of the 2-abreast
aircraft. The fuselage outside diameter is 1.63 m (6A in). The 1.45 m (57
in) aisle height includes a 13 cm (5 in) dropped aisle. Seat pitch is 0.76 m
(30 in). Armrests are provided only oD the outboard side of the seats
because of FAR 25 aisle width rules. There are no hanging or overhead
baggage provisions because of the small cross section, but _tnderseatspace is
provided for a soft bag or a 13 x 36 x 46 cm (5 x IA x 18 in) briefcase. The
aft baggage hold provides 0,164 m* (5,8 ftSJof volume per passenger. The
2-abreast interior cross section is compared to the 3-abreast arrangement in
Figure 9. Both configurations use air-stair doors for passenger entry/exit.
The outside diameter of the larger cabin is 2.44 m (96 in). This permits a
1.83,m 172 in) aisle height with a flat floor. Aisle width is 0,40 m (18 inJ
and the seats are more subst_Itial than for _he "--abreastintcrlor. Overhead
storage is provided along one side of the larger cabin, and undersea_ storage
space is more generc)usand u_._aDle,especially under the double seat.
Figure I0 shows th_ 3-abreast, 19 passenger interior arrangement. Seat pitch
is 0.81 m (32 in). A lavatory.Is provided in the aft cabzn, and a 0.91 m _36
in) hanglng baggage closet is near the entry door. Overhead storage volume
is 0.026 m' (0.91 ft_) per passenger. The underseat space provides clearance
for luggage with dimensions up to 23 x 41 x 51 cm (9 x 16 x 20). The aft
baggage hold provides 0.37 m' (13_1 it') of volume per passenger.
The 30 passenger interior is shown in Figure Ii. This is based on a
stretched 3-abreast, 19 passenger fuse1_ge. A cabin attendant seat is
located near the entr,vdoor. The lavatory, beverage service area, and a .01 m
124 in) hanging baggage closet are in the forward cabin. Overhead storage
volume of 0,027 m' _0.95 ft_ per passenger Is prov..ded. Underseat bags up
to 13 x ;.I x 51 cm 19 x I0 x 10 in) rn size are accommodated. Aft pre!oaded
baggage volume &s 0.._4m_ _8.3 ft'_ per passenger.
Passenger _abu_ comfort levels for the study interiors are compared with _.he
Douglas DC-9-30 un Table 5. The PC-9 _nterlor presented _s the II0
passenger, all-coach "_n=erior used by USAIr since 197q. The 3-abreast
Interlor has a clear advantage over the .'-abreastco_Ifigura=:on: ,Indexcept
for aisle height and pressurizatlon level, the 3-abreas_ :nterlors compare
favorably with the DC-_-3O. The _2 KPa <o.0pal) pressur:--a_:on level for
=he study alrcraf_ p,:ovidesa sea level cabin '_o _i15 m _13,500 it7 altitude,
and a 12!9 m _4000 f_ c.abinto 0090 m _20,000 ft] altitude.
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@ 2-ABREASTSEATING
• 1.45 m (57 in) MINIMUMAISLE HEIGHT ..<:
.36 m (14 in) MINIMUMAISLE WIDTH
• .76 m (30 in) SEATPITCH
, UNDERSEATBAG&\GESIZE ._,_ -[ _./
13 X 36 x 46 ¢m (5 x !4 × 18 in) x,____\.._ . .--_
o AFT BAGGAGEHOLQVOLUME
3.11 m_ (110 ft _)
Figure 8. 2-Abreast Interior
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2-ABREASTSEATI;WG
• 1.63m (64 in) OUTSIDEFUSELAGEDIAMETER
• ].45m (57 in) MIN AISLE HEIGHT
o..36m (14 in) MIN AISLEWIDTH
______" .46m (18in)SEATWIDTH
3--ABREASTSEATING
" ,u _
• 2.44m (96 in) OLrFSIDEFUSELAGEDIAMETER
€ 1.83m (72 in) MIN AISLE!IEIGHT
o .46 m (18 in) MIN AISLE,(IDTH
• .46m (18 in) SEATWIDTH
{
\
\
Figure 9. Cabin Cross Section Comparlson
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• 3-ABREASTSEATING
• 1.83 m (72 in) MIN AISLF ,iEIGHT /_
• .81 m (32 in) SEATPITCH i _i
' . f
• UNDERSEATBAGGAGESIZE _ __]23 x 41 x 51 _ (9 x 16 x 20 in) \ 7
• .91 m (36 in) HANGINGBAGGAGELENGTH _--/
o .49 m3 (17.3ft3) OVERHEADBAGGAGEVOLUME
• 7.1 m3 (250 ft3) AFT BAGGAGEHOLD VOLUME
LAVATORY
Figure I0. 3-Abreast 19 Passenger Interior
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e 3-.;,BREASTSEATING
. ...+.------...
q_ 1.83m (72 in) MIN AISLE HEIGHT _k,_
i .,:6 m (18 in) MIN AISLE WIDTH Iil'---'_---_
• _i,_,(o+i._SEATPITCH 1 _ _,-
L
o UNDERSEATBAGGAGESIZE \,_,---.---_
23 x 41 _"51 cm (9 x 16 x 20 in) x_k__ ,!! ,L_.\
• .61 m (24 in) HANGING BAGGAGELENGTH
e .8!m3 '_. ",, 8 S l_ti_OVERHEADBAGGAGEVOLUME
• 7.I m° (250 ft_) APT BAlL,AGE HOLD VOLUME
LAVATORY
_._ SERVICE AREA
g]gure 11. 30 P._ssen_er Intarlor
..3
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Table 5. Cabin Data Comparison
I
CABIN _TA LAVATORIES
CABIN SEAT.SEAT AISLE AISLE CABIN
CONFIGURATIONWIDTH PITCH WIDTH ..,IJHEI_TJPRESS INUMBER PAX/LAV
m • m J N J I,{_) , kPa ,
(I.NI (IN) (IN) (PSI) "
-. .... ,,
19 PASSENGER .46 .76 .36 ],45 42 O
2-ABREAST ii8) (]0) i14). (57) (6,0)
19 PASSENGER .46 ._I 46 1.83 42
3_BREAST £18) : (32) {l_) _7=2) _6.0), :I 19
30 PASSENGER .46 .$I ._6 1.$3 42
3-ABREAST (_8) _32} (18) [72) £6.0) l 30
" 3
_UGLAS DC-9-30 .44 ._4 .50 _.0 51
_17 5_ i33) (lg.s) {_) . i7.45) 3 31
j ,,, ,,,,i
CABIN _RELOACZD I • "_N[E,_EAT . _ _ TOTAL
_VOLUME J VOLUME i SIZE VOLUME LENGTH I PER PAY,
CONFIGURATION _3 I m3. = m_ m I m
__'3"_ I : FT,'J"_ 'N_ : F'T3_ {IN1 _IN _
....... - - i i i "-.'-ABREAST,,5_) J (._) ,,5x 14,,18) -
19 PASSENGER .37 ,05 .."3y, ,al,, 51 ,026 .91 j ,,348
3-ABREAST ,13.2! _l.?) ,gx16x'O) ,,.:11_ _J5) j _._9)
,_0PASSENGER 24 .OS .23x.41x.51 .O27 ,61 J .O_0
j-ABREAST _.31 J _I.7_ ,9×16_20) ,.951 J ,24' J _.JC')
,,_.UGLASDC-9-30 ,'3 .05 23x.41,_.53 .J2S I12.J3 I .019
NOTES: i _OC_PIT _REW _-_OVISIONS:NCLU_E A CHART HOLDER
AND A TOTAL WEIGHT ALLJWANCZ OF J_kQ LhO ]b)
j. LX3UGLAS3C-9-30 3ATA 5ASED _N _IO PASSENGERS,
3Z
5.4.1.3 Baseline 3-.'v'iews
* The four baseline airplane 3-views are shown in Figure 12, 13, 14, and 15.
These configure=ions were optimized for minimum DOC using the carpet: plot
technique described in Section A.l. Figure I0 shows the final carpet plot
for the optimized 19 passenger, -"-abreast baseline. Point A defines the
aircraft that has the minimum direct operating cost and still satifies all
the performance requirements. Lines of constant direct operating cost (DEC)
are shown for reference. All of the baselines were constrained by the cry!lee
speed 8/,d takeoff field length requirements. Neither approach speed nor
climb gradient requirements constrained any of the dmslgns. In fact, the ,°.22
km/hr 1120 KIAS_ approach speed constraint line and the FAR Part 135 climb
gradient constrainu line lie off the sizing grid. The desi_ daKa associated
with point A is shown An the first column of Table _,
The optimization trends for all of the baselines were very similar. Figure
17 shows =he effect of aspect ratio on DOC for Baseline I. X%e curve
indicates a moderate variation in DOC =h_oug| the range of aspect ratios
analyzed. This fla_ variation is u_pical for ver$-short range, low altitude
missions. For these missions, the sizing relationship between wing area and
engine size is of greater Impor_ance than the wing geometry.
The propeller optimizatlon trend is shown in Figure 18 for Baseline I. Note
that DOC is very flJt for propeller diameters from 3.05 m through 3.20 m
(120-126 in), with =he optimum occuring at g.12 m k123 in).
A diameter of 3.05 m (120 in) was selectee to provide the lewes: tip speed
conslstent with the desire for mJ.n/mumDeC. _hls diameter gives a mexlmium
rotational tlp speed of 271 mps 1S90 fps) at the selected maxlmum prop_ller
speed of 1700 rpm.
Propellers smaller than 3.05 m <I_0 in_ suffer a penalty due to high disc
loading, whale propellers larger than 3.20 m <120 in) encounter high t,_pMath
number losses. Also, the clearance between the propeller zips .andthe ground
was held constant in this study: so larger propellers drove the size and
weight of =be airplane higher, due mostly _o the higher propeller welght and
the longer gear length required.
Baseline 2 differs from Baseline i it%that it's design field length is 25%
lower. Figure 13 shows tna= the short-fleld a:_qo_l tne has a lower aspec:
ra_io th,_uqthe ionger-fleld airpl_une _Figure 12_. q_,l_opposl_e _rend may be
expected. However, the sa=Ing of these aircraf_ followed the pattern of
Figure 2. ,_le shorter field length requlrement, along with the fixed cruise
speed and range requirements, resulted :n a hearse" a_rplane with larger wlng
ares and h:gher engine power. Slncc minl.mum DOC is _Ios_Iv fled to minimum
we,.gt'_,th_._op_mlzat-on t_ndt_dtoward a l_ghtor, lower aspect ra_o wang.
The heavier $-./Dreas_ airplanes also optimized w_th lower aspect ratios thanBaseline l,
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BASELINEI
• 19 PASSENGERS
• 2-ABREASTSEATING
• CURRENTTECHNOLOGY I
o 1219m (4000ft) TOFL _ i_
a-_-- _-. :V
i
ri
17.6_ (57.7ft) :_
/,jil
_2
TOGW 7239 kg (15,960 ]b)
POWER/ENGINE 928 kW (1245shp)
PROPELLERDIAMETER 3.0m (10.0ft)
WINGAREA 30.2m2 (325ft2)
WING SPAN 17.6_ (57.7ft)
ASPECTRATIO 10.25
Figure 12. Baseline 1 -- 19 Passenger,2-Abreast, 4000 Ft Field Length
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BASELINE 2
• 19 PASSENGERS 1
• 2-ABREASTSEATING0 CURRENTTECHNOLOGY
i -
_2,'
_.._[O't- !ooooo ooooooo, t ....7.: '_7 9
r-"_,._ : _,,_ ,/ _ .. ft)
-- 17.5m (57.5ft} --J
TOGW 7468kg (16,465Ib)
POWERIENGIN£ 1040kW (1395shp)
PROPELLERDIAMETER 3.0 m (10.0ft)
WINGAREA 34.7 m2 (373 ft2)
WINGSP_N 17.9m (58,7ft)
ASPECTRATIO 9,25
Figure 13. Baseline 2 -- 19 Passenger,
2-Abreast, 3000 Ft Field Length
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BASELTNE3 _'I
, • 19 PASSENGERS
• :)-ABREASTSF,_ATING
• CURRENTTECHNOLOGY
e 1219m (4000ft) TOFL
/
• 17.8m (58.4ft)" _1
I
6,Ore
(19.8ft)
. __]_
•18.3 m (60.0 ft) .....
TOGW 8140 kg (17,945 Ib)
POWER/ENGINE 1070 kW (1435 ShP)
PROPELLER DIAMETER 3.0 m 410.0ft)
WING AREA 32.5 m2 (350 ft2)
WING SPAN 17.8 m (58.4 ft)
ASPECT RATIO 9.75
Figure 14. Baseline 3 -- 19 Passenger,
3-Abreast, 4000 Ft Field Length
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BASELINE4
L, 1
o 30 PASSENGERS :I
• 3-ABREAST SEDATING "_
• CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
- • 1219 m (4000 ft) TOFL _ - |
I
_ ---___
l
I
" i -
I
/_--_- -_-_,-_ .j ,,____ --20.0 m (65.8 ft)_ ./ .
,-- 20.1 t_(66.0 ft) .....
TOGW I0,981 kg (24,2!0 Ib)
POWER/ENGINE 1439 kW (-1930shp)
PROPELLER DIAHETER 3.0 m (i0.0 ft)
WING AREA 42.4 m2 (456 ft2)
'41NGSPAN 20.0 m (65.8 ft)
ASPECT PATIO 9.50
Figure 15. Baseline .$ -- 30 Passenger,
3-Abreast. 4000 Ft Field Length
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_o TFL = TAKEOFFIELD LEHGTH
VCR= CRUISESPEEDAT 3048 M (10,000 FT)
20400 DOC = DIRECTOPERTItiGCOST .
91002O000
19600 B900 ASPECTRATIO = 10.25
19200 8700
18800 8500
I _ _
I
1333"l __ Z906 (38981 )'0__'_'_t O_ e_
g 18®o g _ao
"-" 422 (3248) i,_ ' "
= v_- / _. "x _ 're,., " .--__
,:_ llZO0 tv TFL 1219 ..--'"
_ 7700 (4000FI 7 (2598
• -.. .. ... _
"_,- _ 1500 T/7_2;,_ __ j_'._...--2"X_ "
16400 DOC$210 ""'/'_/_'_:_. "_'_ "_-..s//Z " - _' " 4527300 1 "
16000 $ O. (19481
15600 7100 DOC 20
15200 6900
1480C 6700
¥CR 535 Km,,'HR(289KTAS)
Figure 16. Baseline I Car; Plot
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• BASELINE1
6.2' • 3.0m (i0.0ft) PROPELLERDIAMETER
11.4. i, 185 km (100nm) STAGELENGTH
6.1
I
11.2"
: 6.0
11.0 _ "'_"---- = -----"" ""-
:. € 5.9 w_
\
I0.8 5._ _-.BASELINEI
10.6 5.7 7 8 9 10 II 12 13
ASPECTRATIO
w
Figure 17. Effect of Aspect Ratio on DOC for Baseline 1.
• BASELINEI
e WINGGEOMETRYOPTIMIZEDAT _CH POINT
m 1700RPM
11.6 m 4 BLADES
• IS5 Km (100 11111)STAGELENGTH
11.5 6.2
11.4 ',
6.1 z11.3 \ /
.w:
11.2 \ /
/
_ 6.0
= II.I m
c_
5.9 \
10.9 _= \
I0.8 _ "--BASELINEi5.9
10.7
10.6 5.7 ..... - .... -.....
2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 Z.9 3.0 3.! ,3.2 ,3.3 3.4 3.5
PROPELLERDIAMETER- m
!00 Ii0 !20 1,30 140
PROPELLERDIAMETER- In
Figure 18. Effect of Propeller Diameter on DOC for Baseline 1
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The empennage designs for the 3-abreast airplanes differ from those of the
2-abreast airp.lanes. The 2-abreast designs derive from existing Citation
hardware that utilizes the cruciform tail. In these aircraft, maximum
commonality dictates retaining the tail configuration. The 3-abreast
aircraft are all new and are unconstrained by commonality goals. T-tails are
used on the 3-abreast aircraft for uhrec principal reasons : noise,
aerodynamic efficiency, and ground vehicle clearance. The T-tail reduces
cabin noise by raising the horizontal tail well above the propwash in all
normal fligh_ attitudes. Aerodynamic efficlency benefits include both lower
drag and improved fin!rudder effectiveness, relative to a cruciform tail of
the same size. Ground vehicle clearance for the T-tail is approximately 5.8
m (19 ft), almost 2.7 m C9 ft) higher than for the cruciform tail.
5.4.1,4 Baseline Propulsion Data and Scaling
The Pratt and W]iitneyPT6-series engines were used to develop baseline engine
data and scaling factors. This en_Ine series provides a good parametric data
base because i_ includes 29 different engines, with output ranging from
, 354 kW (475 shp) to 969 kW (1299 shp). The performance of the PT6A-65 engine
was scaled for the baseline airplane sizing studies. No flat rating or water
injection was employed. Characteristics of the baseline englne are given in
Tab le 6.
Figure 19 shows parametric PT6 dry engine weight as a function of power and
propeller speed. The nominal dry weight shown represents a bare engine
without additional equipment, optlons, or accessorles. The 1700 rpm l_ne was
used for weight scaling. Considering that all PT6 engines have a nominal
diameter of 0.48 m (19 in), the engine diameter was not scaled with power. A
minimum length of 1.88 m (74 in) was used, which is the ieng=h of the
PT6A-65. This was scaled upwards as power increased above the 969 kW (1299
shp) thermodynamic level.
A typical PT6 installation is shown in Figure 20. The gas path is reversed,
with exhaust stacks forward and an inlet plenum aft. The installation losses
were scheduled with power setting and flight condition and scaled no aircraft
size. Maxlmum assumed installation losses for =he basel/ale alrcraft are
given in Table 7.
Propeller performance and weight were based on data from the Hamilton
Standard STAT propeller study (Reference 14). The weight relationship
recommended by. Hamilton Standard _or a single acting, _olid aluminum
propeller is:
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where: WT = Propeller weigh=, less spinner, deice, and governor (Ib)
D = Propeller diame=er (f=)
B = Number of blades
A1z = Blade ac=ivity factor
N = Maximum propeller speed (rpm)
SHP = Takeoff shaft power (HP)
M = Maximum cruise Math number
Table 6. PT6A-65 Engine Characteristics
I
TA_OFF SHAFTPOWq_R,SEA LEVEL,STD. DAY I 969 kWl (1299shp)
SPECIFICFIrELCONSU,_PTION,,_k&X .33&kg/kW!hr
TAKEOFFPOWER (0.549:ib!eshplhr)
MASSFLOW,MAX TAk_.0FFPO'_q_R 4.5 kglseC
(9.9 lbmt sec)
PRESSUq_E,_\T!O I0.35
_AXIML_ SHAFT SPEED 1700 r_
DRY %_£1GHT 210 kg
(A64 [b)
LENGTH I I.88 m
I (74 in)r
NOMINAL DIAMETER I 0.48 m(19 '.n)
- =
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Figure 19. Engine Weight
"Fable 7. Peak Installation Losses
BASELINE1 BASELI_ 2 BASELI_ 3 BASEL_
AIRC_ 19PASSENGER 19 PASSENGER 19 PASSENGER 30 PASSENGER
2-AB_AST 2-ABREAST 3-AB_AST
SHORT?[E_
ZN_T P_SSL_ _SS .15 .15 15 .15
_TIO [
_' .... ] S.9 kW 11.2kW 14.9kW.u_: aEX_ACTIONiENGTNE $.9 kW
k12 hp) (12 hp] kl5 hp) (20 hp)
l' ].:0 ibm,m_n_ ,I0 lbmtm:n] ,:2 lbm,'m_n_ (IS lbm,,mln)
i
. ,':,',.rp_o_.["5"
OF"POORQUALi_"t'
/--'ENGINE
f--EXHAUSTSTACK /INLET
INLET PLENUM
Figure 20. Baseline Engine Installation
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5.4.1.5 Baseline Aircraft Systems
The baseline ai. :raft systems'utilize current t(.chnologyand meet FAR Par_ 25
requirements. In choosing the system concepts, special emphasis was placed
on simplicity, maintainability and reliability. System weights were derived
from those of the Citation i and II business jet air=raft.
The speed range of _he aircraft permits the use of manual primary fligh_
controls through a mechanical control system. Fligh_ adjustshle trim tabs
ar_.located on the primary control s'o,rfaces.Trim tabs are bo_h electrically
and manually operated.
The tricycle landing gear are hydraulically actuated and incorporate dual
wheels on each strut. The nose gear retracts forward into the fuselage nose,
and _he ma//lgear retract into _he en&i_e nacelles. A I0,500 kPa (1500 psi)
hydraulic s_suarnwas chosen to operate _he landing gear as well as the win&
flaps, power steering syst.emand brakes.
Pneumatic boots were chosen for deicing the wing, horizontal suabi!izer an_
vertical fin. Conventional electric an_.:i-icesystems are used for th_
propellers and windshields. Bleed air was cho._enas the means for ax_ti-icing
the engine air _:nlet. Electrically reheated cabin a_x is used to de-fog
cockpit windows.
The baseline structure employs conventional riveted aluminum construction
with spars, ribs, bulkheads, stringers and skins. Me_ai bonding and
composites were considered only for _he advanced technology aircraft. The
struc_.uralwei_h_ reflects an airframe desig_ life of 30,000 hours and 60,000
cycles.
The aircraf_ . oressurized _o 42 kPa (6 psi), providing a sea level cabin
at at, aircraf ituae of Al!5 m (13,500 f:). Engine bleed ai.ris used for
cockpit and _a h_ating. An air-cycle machine is provided for cooling. An
oxygen sys_e_, "_ " iuded _hat meets _he requirements of FAR Par= 135.
The 28 vol_ DO, dual bus electrical system ms pouered by engi._e moun_ed
starter-generanors and two NiCad-'_yp.eaircraft batteries. An external power
recepnacle is provided, i15 volt AC current is provided by static i_nverters.
5.4,].6 Weights
A summary of baseline aircraf_- componen_ weights is presented _n T_ble S.
Operating weights are shown in Table 9.
5.4.2 Aerodynamlc Design
Conventional aerod.vnamlcarrangements were used in =he design of the baseline
aarcraft. ,'he wing seen_-onswere developed from the N_%C#_301S airfoil at
=he rook and the NACA 23012 airfoil a_ =he zip. The fl_pped portion of _.he
wing runs f=om the fuselage s_de _o 0.70 semi-span. ,_he flap/wing chord
ratio is 0.30. Hin_ed, sing]e-slor._ed flaps were used, For _he baseline
alrp[anes, maximum takeoff Lif_. coeffic:en_ is 1.69, a/.dzne max:_mum im_d_ng
configuration lift _oeff_cien_ is 2.0
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Table 8. Baseline Aircraft Weight Summary
(Ib)
BASELINEI BASELINE2 BASELZNE3 ! BASELINE
• I "
A_RCRAFT 19 PASSENGER 19 PASSENGER 19 PASSENGERI 30 PASSENGLR
2-ABF_AST SHORT2"ABREASTFIzLD_ ABREAT __
WING 1310 13&O 1530 2230.
TAiL •295 295 430 485
BODY 2.150 2150 22_0 2740
GEAR& ROLLINGASSY. 705 _15 735 I005
CONTROLS 200 210 300 325
PROPULSIONSYSTE_ 1745 1830 2010 2300
NACEI'_ZS 320 335 385 400
}TYDRAULICSYSTEM i00 105 I15 140
ELEC_IC SYSq_M 390 390 &20 535
ELEC'LRONICSyS_qI>_
&[NSTR.L'_IE_rATTON 325 325 325 325
ENV[RONMEhTALSYS%_:M -55 455 025 810
[N"I'ZR!ORFURNISHINGS o15 o15 i000 l&OO
A[_'LIARYJEAN IO 10 i0 15
_X_RIOR FINIS]{ mo oO SO IlO ,
._.APPEO AND UNUSABLE
FLU[Dr: "i0 I llO k10 !£0
I
Table 9. Operating Waights
(lb)
BASELINE 3 BASELINt 4
19 PASSENGER 30 PASSENGER
3·ABREAST
10,315 13 ,000
14,515 19,600
%30 4610
..200 6600
7630 11,210
11 ,945 24,:10
1j' ,945 ZL",219
.J
~S20
13,145
HBO
15,960
12,980
~XI:1l'X USEFUL LOAD
~IAXI~11 LANDING \..~·l
-r------..------f-------I-----~-t
ZERO rUEL WEIGHT
STD , f.MP"li' 'WEI GHT
AIRCRAFr
'--'1A.:_X_I~_.Ul1_,_·_rAKr._·_._O_n"_...._E_IG.;..lIT_.l-__15,.96~ ,':'65 _J ,__........ -
BASELINE 1 BASELINE 2
19 PASSENGER 19 PASSENGER
2.. ABPEAST t... .. 2.•ABREASTSHORT FIELD1--.....--------4--.--- .;.----+------+------....f
8780 I 894$
._--+----........,.-------/
~'{!Ml;!1· fUEL CAPACITY 2980 3220\
--- ----+------..,...-_...... --.--"'+-------+---_......_-j
:lAXIXlJl1 PAYLOAD L. . 4200 ':'200I--------.~_._----+-----<----+---..,I
The baseline aircraft drag polars are given in Figures 21 through 24. The
twin-engine cruise, takeoff, and landing configuration polars are shown, For
- single-engine conditions, drag adjustments were made for the effects of yaw,
trim, propeller sllpstream, the feathered propeller, &nd a windmilling
turbine. T1_eseadjustments resulted in single-engine CD levels 10% to 15%
higher than the twin-engzne C D levels for the aircraft in this study.t
5.4.3 Operating Costs
The baseline aircraft direct operating costs are detailed in Table I0. The
individual DeC elements are shown for 50, I00, 150, 100, 400, aaad 600 nm
stage length.
The baseline DOC's are compared in Figure 25. The high costs associated with
short stage lengths below 280 km (150 nm) are immediately evident. The DOC's
at 93 km Li0 nm) are approximately 50% higher than for 185 km (]O0 nm). This
illustrates some o£ the cos_ pressure that has histori£ally driven short-haul
airlines to longer and longer routes.
5.5 Design Sensitivities
Both configuration and technology sensitivities were analyzed. The
configure=lot sensitivitie:_were conducted on the four baseline a_rplanes,
because they have the same level of technology. The technoJogy sensitivitles
were conducted on Baseline 1 by making sysuemstzc changes in several
technical parameters, _q_e primary sensitivity measures were Dec and fuel
efficlency for a 185 km (i00 nm) staF,e length.
5.5.1 Conf:iqu_ation Sensitivities
The configuration sensitivity analyses show the effects of the takeoff field
length requ.vrement,cabin comfort level, and the number of passenger seats on
DOC ._a%dfuei use.
5.5.1 I Takeoff Field Length
Figure 26 shows the hot day field performance for Baseline 1 at sea level and
at 1830 m L0000 it) altitude. The takeoff field length Is shown to be 1220 m
,4000 ft_ at sea level wlth ,aful: 19 uassenger payload. [n order to oper:'te
from 4 o15 m t3000 ft_ field at sea level, =bl.s al:-piane mus£ offload 8
pd_._Sell£e?s, -n(Lreas_ng :.t's available s_a.t-mz!o opera_'_ng costs from
I0.'>03¢,av,_ilabie seat-nm Lo 18.9881,available seat-nm, a 73_ Increase.
For alirl_nes operating regularly from shorter fields, Baseline 2 offers a
s'.,_:nlflc:Inteconomlc advantage because it is des.',gnedspec_fzcaily for a
415 m ,3000 ._t)runway, The leo am DeC for Baseline 2 Is _i.o.,¢ avazlable
seat-nm, which is 5,8% higher than _3asellne1 at it's full capacl_y, but 39%
lower than Baseline I off loaded to i] pa'_sengers. The "_-7:Ideoffbetween field
len,gthand DOC _s presented '.nF,.gur. "', which shows B_isellne2 to be more
econom:cal un to a runway length of ll9t_ m ,3920 ft).
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Figure 21. Drag Polars - Baseline.l
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Figure 22. Drag Polars Baseline 2
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Table 10. Baseline Aircraft DOC Summary
....I I .... 1
BASELINE 1 BASELINE 2 BASELL_E 3 BAShLINZ 4
STAGE LENGTH 19 PASSENGER 19 PkSSENGER / 19 PASSENGZR I 30 PASSENGZR
2-ABREAST z -ABREAST | 3"_BREAST I
SHORTFIELD _ _ ._ ___ ........
cts_(c/_n=) I c/s_=ic/en_/.)
(2.0&)
.20 (.37) ' .16 (.30)I clskm4clsnm) clskm(Cle_m)Cr_w 1.10 (2,04) i.10 (2.0_)
Insurance _ .17 (.32) .18 (.33)
* 93 km Deprecinuion I .87 (1,60) .90 (1.673
Ha_n_=nanc, | 3.50
Fuel ]
TOTAL '
_,oo (1.87) .82 (I.S2)
(6.48) 3.67 (6.80) 4.14 (7.66) [ 3.42 (6.33)
(50 nm) 3.40 (6.30) 3.65 (6.77) 3.78 (6.99) I 3.04 (5.62)
9.04 416.74) 9.50 (17.59) 10.22 (18.933 I 8.5_ (15.81)
__ ,_ . | ' ,
80 (1 o (1._8)
Crew I ,80 (1.48) .SO (I._8) .15 (_2_ l .12 (,22)
Insurance I 12 (,23) .13 (.24)
185 Yam Depreciation | .63 (i.17) .66 (1.22) ,74 (1.36) [" .60 41.11)
(I00 nm) Ssintenance _ 2.03 (3.76) { 2.15 (3.97) 2.A0 (&,4_) 1.99 (3.68)
Fuel 2.35 (_.34) 2,55 (&,72) 2.63 (4.87) 1 2.15 (3,98)
TOTAL 5.94 (10.99) ] 6.29 (11.63) 6.72 (12._3) 5.66 (I0._7)
Crew 70 .70 .70
278 km D_prec_a_on ,55 (I.0_) .58 (1.073 ,6_ (1.19) ,52 (.97)
(150 nm) Ha_n=en_Juce 1.3& (2.863 1.63 (3.02) 1,82 (3.36) 1.51 (2.79)
Fuel _.99 (3.69) 2.18 (&.03) 2.25 (4.18) 1,56 (3._)
TOTAL _.90 (9,07) 5.20 49.64) 5,5& 410.26) _.69 (8.69)
Crew 65 (1.21) .65 (1.21) .65 (1.21) .65 (1.21)
Insurax_ca .ii (,19) .Ii (.20) .12 (,20) .I0 (,18)
370 km Deprecia_zon 51 (.95) .54 (i.00) 60 (I,Ii) .&9 (.90)
(200 nm) Maintenance 1.30 (2.,_0) 1.38 (2._5) 1.53 (2.833 1.27 (2.35)
Fuel 1.82 (3.36) 1.99 (3.69) 2.06 (3.81) 1,71 (3.16)
TOTAL &.39 (8.12) 4.67 (8.6&) 4.96 (9.18) ' *" (7.80)
Crew .58 (1.07) .58 (l.07J ,58 (l.07J .58 (I.07)
Insurance 09 (.17) .09 (.17) .I0 1,19_ .09 (.16)
741 _.m D_prec_a:zon .&5 (,84) .&8 (,88_ .53 _.98J .&3 (.80)
,400 nm) _laxncenance .93 (1.72) .99 (I.SAJ 1,09 (2.02) .91 (1.68)
[ Fu_l 1.55 (21S7) 1.72 (3.18) 1.77 (3.28J I._8 (2.75)
l TOTAL 3.60 (6.o7) 3.56 (7.1&) a.07 (P.5&) 3.-9 (6.46)
Cr_w .55 (1.02) 55 11.02) .55 (I,02) .55 (i.02)
insurance .09 (,16J .09 (.L7_ .I0 _.19_ .08 _.15)
IIii km Doprecla_on .43 (,80) ._6 (,84_ .51 (.9&) .AI (.76)
_ " 94 (1.75) ?9 (1.46)
t600 nm_ _azn_ennnce 80 (1.;.9_ .$7 ,._,.o0) "
Fuel _ _6 (2.70_ I._2 .3.00) [ 67 _3.101 l,Al _.61)
TOTAL 3.34 (6,18) 3,58 (6.0&) 3.78 [6.99) 3.2& (6.CI_
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Baseline 2 has a short-field DOC advantaget. _ut pays a 9_ penalty in fuel
economy, due to its larger size. Figure 28 summarizes the relative DOC and
fuel tradeoffs for short runway, hL- day operations"
5.5.1.2 Cabin Comfort Level
The costs associated with providing a high level of cabin comfort can be
determined by comparing Baselines i and 3, Table Ii summarizes the DOC and
fuel penalties associated with the wide body design. These penalties are
smaller =hen expected.
Assuming a fare yield of 27¢ per seat-nm, the breakeven load factor is 41%
for the 2-abreast airplane on a i00 nm stage length, and A6% for the
3-abreast airplane. The additional 5% load factor requirement for the
3-abreast aircraft represents an average Of 1 additional person per flight.
Consequently, the larger, more appealing airplane would have to attract an
• average of i more passenger per flight or fares would have to increase about
8% in order to maintain the same net margin of total _rip yield over coats.
For example, =he 2,abreast airplane at 63% load factor (12 passengers) yields
$32& per I00 nm flight at 0-7¢per seat_nm fare. The margin over cost _s
S324-$208.87 = SI15.13. The B-abreast airplane at 68.4% load faa_or (13
passengers) yields S351 on the same flight. The margin is SI14.83, which ls
very close to the 2-breast airplane margin. Alterna_ively, the 3-abreast
airplane with 12 passen?ers and an 8.&3_ higher fare provides a margin of$351.30"S736.17 = SI15.13.
5.5.1.3 Passenger Seating Capacity
Figure 25 and Table I0 show the large improvement in seat-mile DOC's that
result from an increase in deslgn seating capacl_y, Table 12 summarizes
these results for Baselines 3 and 4 on _he average 185 km (I00 nm) smage
length. These baselines were chosen for the comparison because they share
the 3-abreast cabln design.
The larger alrplane costs 33_ more to operate on the 185 km (I00 nm) stage,
but because of its higher seating capacity,l_s seat-mile DOC's are _,o_'_lower.
Sir.zilarly,mlsslon fuel is 29_ higher, but sear-mile fuel efficlency is 18_
be_er.
5.5.2 Technology Sensitivities
Technology senslt:vity s_udles were conducted ',.n order to indicate r.he
approprlate emphas'_sto glve to each of _he candidate aavanced technologies.
Figures 29 through 32 show the sensi_ivltles of DOC and fuel consumptlon _o
four basic deslgn parameters _drag, takeoff CL HAX, weight, and SFC] that
relate co the canaidate technologies. The res_z'_ng effects on takeoff
weight, eng'_nepower, and wing area are also presented it,_hese Figures for
_dded trend '.nformatlon. Each trend line 1.sbased on four points, and each
poln_ represenns a reslzed and reop=imized airplane using factored tecnnology
levels In "_hesizl_Ig,,Optl_lZfl_lonprocess. '_%e sensl_IVIEles presented were
generated for Baseline i on a !85 km LIO0 nm) s=age length. A cross-check of
several sensi_l%'Itlesus=ng the other basel_nes showed very similar results.
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Table 11. DOC and Fuel Effect of a More Comfortable Cabin
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Figure 29, Design Sensitivities to Reductions in Cruise Drag
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Figure 32. Design Sensitivities to Reductions in En£ine SFC
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Figure 29 shows an interesting sizing effect. As the airframe drag
coefficient is rs_uced, the airplane re-optimizes with re!atively more wing
and less engine, l_ais result would be expected, because with a lower drag
coefficient the drag p,nalty of additional wetted area is lower, and the
optimum shifts toward more wi_%_and less engLne,
Figure 33 provides the sensitivity of D0C =o aircraft price. The effect is
quite small, wi_h a 10% increase in airplane prlce causing a DOC increase of
less than 2%. This result encourages the pursuit of seemingly expensivetechnologies in Section 6.0.
Given equal _mprovemenrs in all parameters, DOC is shown in Figure _4 _o be
most sensitive uo empty weigh_:, followed _ order by SFC, airfreme drag,
takeoff CL ._i_q,and aircraft,price. Figure 35 sho_¢sfuel consumption to be
most sensitive _o engine SFC, followed by airframe drag, empty weight, and
_akeoff CL MAX.
The overall design emphasis in =his study is on minimum DOC. Therefore, as a
resul_ of _hese sensitivity studies, the acvanced s=rac=ural and pro[ulsion
. technology applications chosen in Sect:.on 6.0 are more aggressive _han the
selected aerodynamic =echnologzes.
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Figure 33. DesiGn Sensitivitl, _o Chaqges in .Aircraft: Price
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6.0 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Be_i_u%ingas early as 1969, the CAB, DOT and FAA recognized that the commuter
airline industry would requir:e specific _e_mology improvements directed
cowards improving commuter aircraft (Reference 15). With _his goal in mind
various investigations by NASA and _.ndustrywere inztiated to improve the
technology base available to the commuter industry,. !n this section,
promising advanced technologies for _urboprop co=_nutera_rcraft are examined,
and an assessment ].smade of their potential for ..........the efficiencies
and operatlng costs of _he baseline aircraf£, The selected technologies fail
into four groups:
• Advanced Airfoils and High Lift Systa.ns
o Advanced Propulsion Systems
@ Advanced Materials and S_ructures
6 Ride Quality Improvements
Technology improvements are often introduced in gradual stages. Recognizing
this, _wo levels of advanced technology are examined u_ each of the. fo_r
technology groups. Selected techno _les which are sufficiently developed and . .
proven to allow immediate incorporation on turboprop commuter aircraft are
identified as. Level 1 technologles. Level 2 _echnologles are those which
requlre additional development effor= before successful _.pplication in
productlon is feasible. In this s_udv, Level 1 is relativelj iow-risK
technology approprlate for th_ pro-1990 time per-_od, whereas the
moderate-to-high-risk [,evei2 technology is identified for the post-1990 _ime
period.
G,1 Advanced Aii'foils and High Lift S_,stems
Improved airfoils and high lift systems provide the poten¢_al for increased
alrcraft efficiency and performance. Currently a wide rang,aof airfoil data
ano design techniques are available fo_"t_,'o-dimensionalappllca_ions. Recent
advances in ae::odynamlc computerIon_.i methods have .i!lowed designers _o
produce two-dimensional s"_ng[e a_n,_multi-element alr:c_l sectlens which
satisfy spec:f.tc d_s _gn reqalrements. For three dlmensional high CL
conditions, however, computational des_Kn methods and test data are scarce.
Tvp:_:a:.Iv,emplrica[ techniques must be employed no complete the des:gn. In
t.h_'sstadv, the baseline a_rcr.ift iif_ system conslsts of NACA a.trfoil
sect.t_,:,s_230XX series? and a paruzal span , s:ng[e-slot:ed flap system.
Adk'._:l,:.edtechnology airfoils and ::'_ll:n_edgeflapsystems .ireexamined for
uaeLr potential benefit to the ba:{e_l[;e,]:_rcraf_.
6. I ] Air-'_:ofls
A'_rf._-:,/estgn tech:_iq,aes _ire ,IV,_: :,,_ble _:h'_ch allow s',-ec-.f-c :a_ior:.ng of
azrfo_ :s to a .g:ven set. of Ges_gn requ'_rements. These may :nc!ude
aerodv'Pamtcs_)4cif'.cationssuch as d:.tq,p_tch_ng mo,uent, and llfc, as well
as gecn:etr'.crequlrements like max::_.umth.icknessand thickress distr:butaon
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required for s_ructural &ud fu_l volume considerations. The techniques can
allow eitb:r p_r-ial contour modification (Reference 16) or complete section
" design (Reference 17). Figure 36 shows _he contour and pressure distribution
for =he JCN-15 tailored airfoil. This section was designed to obtain the NASA
LS series level of drag w_=h the NACA A-digit series level of pitching moment
as shown m% Figure 37. Work at Cessna has shown =ha= tailored airfoils can
provide improvements of 6 to 9% i_ =_,o-dimensionaldrag levels and I0 to 15%
ia takeoff and climb L/D's, while still satisfying other design co_%straLn=s
such as fuel volume and handling qualities requirements • For normal
twin-engine aircraft configurations, the adverse effects of propwash, and
wing-bodY and wing-nacelle interference reduce _hese two-dimensdone!
improvements =o approximately 3% in drag and L/D.
Fur=her improvement in airfoil drag is possible by designing for nat_tral
laminar flow (NL;). A reductior, of up to 50% in section drag coefficient
could be a_hieved (Reference 18), provided the practical problems of leading
edz_.contamination and interference flow-t_ipping can be overcome. Again for
nor.,,,11aircraft configurations, propwash and interference effects may limit
the portion of the wing that can actually achieve the full benefits of
significant laminar flow, so that a 5% improvement in overall airplane drag
and L/D was estimated for NLF. However, since commuter aircraft operate
predominantly a_ low altitudes, where leadi/_ edge contamination due to
insects is likely, improvements due to natural laminar flow were not included
in this study. I= should be noted, however, that by using properly fairsd,
liquid wing de-icing systems, and by cleani_g the wim.g leadi_%gedge between
flights, extensive laminar _low could be achieved in commuter opera,ions.
6.1 .2 High• Lift Systems
For a given r.akeoff and landing field requirement, high lift devices offer
the po_;en_ial of reducLna wing area, thus improvJmg aircraft weigh= and fuei
efficiency. On the o_her hand, increas_.ngtakeoff CL ._xbY using high !ift
systems results _'_2_reduced takeoff speeds and distances. Equally zmpor_ant,
h_gh !ift systems can improve takeoff clim_b L/D, which increases _akeoff
climb gradient. For landing, an increased CL MAxresults in lower approach
speeds and shorter !&ndLng distances. In practice, the design values of
CL MAX and climb LiD, for bo_h _akeoff and landing, must be balanced to
satisfy both field length and cli=h (second segment or balked landing)
requirements before the design can he resized to take full advantage of the
benefits of asvanced high lift sy:_;:ems.As noted _ Section 5.&.i.3, these
designs were conszra_ne_ by takeoff field length, bu_ not approach speed.
ThereforE, the advanced flap analyses concentrated on improving maxlmum
takeoff lift coefficient, rather _h_x_the landing lift coefficient.
Computational methods s_miiar to chose desert.bed in Section 6.i.I are
'_" availab].e for higi_ lift systems. "[hese techniques allow the designer _o
tad!or the high !ift system for specific design requlremen_s up to a point.
To complete the design of an :mproved lift system, especially in the area of
CL }[:%j,[,these co[£putationai :sethods mus_ then be combined with emDirlca_
" technlques,and wind _'_unnel_est methods. Some of these me_hods ca_%be found
_.ra_.,_ng edgein References 19, 20, 21 ana .2, Starting with the baseline r _
flap sys'tem, t_ch_:_quessuch as these me_hods, _.ombu_edwlth careful aes_gn
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of gaps and overhang schedules, can provide up to 15_ higher CL MAXand 3 I:o
A_ higher L/D's. Further, CL _XC_m be improved al_other15 to 20% by using
* nearly full spen flaps, lq_is increase in flap span adds the extra
requirement of an al_1-native roll control system such as drooped ailerons,
spoilers, or flaparons. Thes_ devices _an provide some additional benefit,
since a combination of spoiler roll ton=rol and drooped ailerons can increase
" _akeoff and climb L/D another I% due _o improved span loading.
6.1.3 Advanced Aerodynamics Applications
The baseline lif_ system is _he NACA 230XX series airfoil with a partial
span, single-slotted flap system. The pro-!990 Level 1 technology combines
an advanced airfoil section wi_h an improv_d partial spa!'.,double-slotted
Fowler-type flap. The Level I technology ¢hara_neriszlcs are sho%rnin Figure
38. The baseline flap CL ,_IAXis shown for reference, lq_eovei-alleffects of
this improved lif_ system for Level i are:
@ 3% Lower Cruise Drag
o 3% Higher Takeoff and Climb LiD
@ 15_ Higher CL ,_ff_Xa_ Takeoff
o 50% Higher Flap System Cost/Ib
® 60% Higher Flap Sys=eraWeight/ftz
_"qlehigher flap system weight and cos_ factors are due _o an increase in
_omplexi=y for the advanced flap.
Level 2 represen=s an ex:ension of _he two-dimensional improvements of Level
l to three dimensions. ",q_eselec=ed Level 2 technology uses uhe Level 1
advanced airfoil;flap cross see=ion on a nearly fu!l span flap system wf=h
drooped ailerons and spoiler roll control augmen=at:on. The Level 2
technoio,WJ charac_erlstics are given in Figure 39. Relative to _he
baseline, uhe overall effec:s for Level 2 are:
@ 3% Lower Cr_ise Drag
e &°4Higher Takeoff and Climb LID
@ 33% Higher CL >tAXat Takeoff
@ 50_ Higher Flap Sys=em Cos=/Ib
@ 60_ Higher F!ap System Wei_ntTft:
in Level 2 zhe flap system des_.gnremains _he same as in Level ], excap= _he
span _s increased. _q_erefore.there are no changes _n zhe weight & cost
complexity faczors. Figure -0 shows Basel_ne 3 conf_'.guredwith _he Level 2
high llft sys_.em. A _ow speed drag comparison is shown i_]Figure 41. ,Note
_ha_ the _mprovemen_s shown un LiD due to [,eve!li and Level 2 teehnoiogles
are amplified by allowing the advanced aircraft ro reopt±:aizewelgnt, wing
area, and asoec._ ra_io. Figure _2 shows a compar:,sonof the STAT flap
"_echnoiogylevels _o other co:torturert_pe air,raft.
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6.2 Advanced Propulsion
Improvementsin engine and propellerefficiencydirectlyaffect a_rcraft fuel
efficiency. In this study the effect of technology improvements on
powerplantsand propellerswere exam_ed separa_e!y. These affec_swere then
combined and applied as Level i and Level 2 propulsionsystem improvements.
6.2.1 Turboprop Engines
T1_eengine _ycles for the baseline aircraft were based on the Pratt & Whitney
FI'6A-65engaa_e, This cycle was scaled to meet r,he power requirements of each
baseline airplane. The top region of Figure 43 shows the variation of SFC
with engine szze for current technology turboprop engines, Lncludi_ng the
PT6A-65. This SFC scalB effect was included in sizing th_ baseline air=raft.
The ,_ig_%ifican_benefit of scale rasul_s from better internal efficiencies,
higher pressure ratios, and higher turbine inlet temperatures as engine size
increases. Current technology commuter turboprop _ngines are ¢haracteri-"-ed
by overall pressure ratios of 8-10 and turbine inle_ temperatures of
1700-1800°F. Significant SFC improvements €.an result from increases _n
pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature. Additional gains can be made
by means of more efficient cooling, higher work stages, closer clearances,
variable geometry, and higher strength/lighter wezgh_ materials.
"8.... Advanced Engine Applications
lk4o advanced levels of engine technology are also indicated in Figure 43.
Level i is appropr'tate for pre..1990 technology and represents a 12% overall
SFC improvemen=. For emg_--nesnow _n development, this is achieved by
increasing _he overall pressure ratio to 14-17 and the maximum turbine inlet
nemperature to approximately 2200°F. To permit the higher turbine _iet
temperatures, cooled inlet vanes and cooled turbine blades are used. Even
though there are already two engines in the Level i band of Figure 43,
neither currently match the iOOO shp or 1900 shp levels required by _ne 19
and 30 passenger baselines in this study. However, englnes in the required
s_zes are atr.ainable for produc=zon pr=or no 1990. The cos: of Level !
engines, based on S/hp for =he _wo engLnes already in the Level I band, is
assumed to be 7% higher ;hen baseline engine cost.
Studies for the applicat_.on of advanued technology to current turboprop
propulsion systems were coneuc=ed under NASA-Lewis sponsership by De_rozt
Diesel Allison Garret= AiResearch, and General Electric <Reference 23 _'
and 25). _eir predicted levels of SFC uszng post-1990 tacba_ologyare shown
as Level "lin Figure _,3. Level 2 represenr.sa 20% improvem_.nt zn overall
SFC, relative to curr_n_ technology engznes. For Level 2, ove:'all pressure
ratios _ncrease to 17-20 by uszng n__gher work stages with high s'cage
effic'.enc:es ._,onocriys_a_turbine blades with :.mp_ngement or f_im cooling
allow _urbu_e Inlet temperaures as h'_gn as 2_00°F. Variable geometry guide
vanes -and reduced gas leakage are also a part of Level 2 engine technology.
"."hecost of ,',_vel_ :ethnology eng:nes, zn _erms of Sihp, zs assumed to be
13% higher _han for =he baseline eng_'.nes.
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Figure 43. Effect of Engine Size on SFC
An advanced engin_ ins_allat!onis shown in Figure '_4. This installation
provides for strsight-_hroughairflowwith the exhaus_ exi_ingover the wing.
The engine drives the fo_._ward-mountadgearbox _hrough a long shaf_ which
pemnits a long inlet duct for good iJ11etpressure recovery. %'hehigh engine
and gearbox locaz_onprovides _h_ gro_d clearance requlred for large, s!ow
turfing propellezs. The nacelle lower contours were faired to includespace
for the dual-wheelmain gear. This engage/nacelle/geararrai_gemen_was used
for all advanced_echnolo_yaircraftin this study.
6.2.3 Propeller Technology
_._e baseline propel!ors are conventional-section, all-aluminum blade designs
similar _o _hoss used on current Cessna t_rboprops. Propeller tac_mology
studies, such as Reference 26, have identified several 0pproacdes for
improving efficiency and weight, These _nclude advanced tec_mology airfoils,
optimized three-dimensional das!gn, and composite blade consrruczion.
Advanced airfoil sections can be specifically tailored for the flow
condiKions along the blade. Higher section L/D values can be achieved w!_h
these tailored airfoils especially at the shank, allowing a } - ]._%
improvement in overall efficiency.
Three-dimenslonai optimization of propeller design includes bo_h improved
hub-blade intersection design and the use of more blades with lower blade
activity factors. Curren_ propeller blades have round shanks tha_ pass
_hrough holes _n the hub spinster. A loss of 5_ in propeller efficlency is
a_tributed to _he ro_md sh_k shape and shank-sp_nner interference. Fairing
_he blade airfoil shape into the hub requires some compromise in order _o
permit blade ro_ation, bu_ efficiency could be improved up zo 3% by careful
design.
Figure 45 shows that peak ideal efficiency increases as _he number of blades
increases. _'he_hree curves represent three values of disk loading and _he
upper limi_ of each curve is indicated. Ideal efficiency includes vortex
losses, bu_ does not include hub or blade profile drag ],osses. Any propeller
has a peag efficiency point, depending on speed-power coe_ficlen_ and blade
angle. _%e peak ideal efficiency for a group of propellers wi_h differen_
numbers of blades can _hen be plotted _d lines drawn as in Figure _5. No_e
tha_ the greanesn efficiency _mprovemen_ occurs as blade count increases from
2 _o 7. To ob_a_m _he efficiency _mprovemeu_ U:dic_ted in Yigurv _5, it is
necessary ::ooptim:ze the blade design every _:me a blade Is added, using
tailored airfoil sec_lons and shorter chord blades _o malntain a const_l_
disk acnAv_ny factor.
The _hirmer blades uecuired for h_gher efficiencies present a structural
problem _¢ith s_andard alum_n_ cons_ruczlon. _is can be solved uslmg
composlte ma_erials. ComDosltes allow the consnruc:_on of blades wi_h
ac_v:_v tacuors as low as 00, and ?erm_z nne use of advance_ aizfoiis and
optlmized blad_ shapes. Damage toler_]ca Is _mDrove& wlth composites ;ind
_epalrs are st::azghtfo_¢ard. "_]edgresslve use of composi:es can also reduce
_rooe!ier welgnu up to 50_ for standard blade shapes Reference 2b).
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The maximum improvementin blade weight is reduced as advanced 8irfoilsand
three-dimensionaldesign,optimizationtechniques are applied. The assumed
tiadeoff Of ms.v.imualweight improvementvs. level of aerodynamicefficiency
improvementis shown in Figure 46.
6.2.4 Advancud Propeller Applications
The two advanced levels of propeller technology are presented in Figure 47.
Level I represents a 2_% propeller efficiency improvement. '[his is achieved
by means of advanced airfoils and faired shanks. Censervative use of
composite materials provides a 10% weight reduction which is less than the
maximum wezgh_ reduction potential indicated in Figure 46.
Level 2 propeller technology provides a 5% efficiency improvement, re!a=ive
to the baseline. In addition to advanced airfoils and faired sha_ks, Level 2
propellers include an increased number of blades, optimized shank-sp_iLner
intersections, and advanced composite construction.
The propeller blade structural arrangement for Level 2 incorpora_=es an
aluminum alloy shank which attaches uo the hnb in a conventiona! manner and
extends outward almost to the tip. The skin is a fiberglas and Kevlar/epoxy
shell, covered with a restorable plastic erosion coating, and supported by a
low density core. The leading edge zs protected by a deice boo_ near =he hub
and by a me_al zheath near the tip. This structural approach, ,_acombine=ion
. with the design for a 5% aerodynamic efficiency improvement, provides a 15_
Fropeller weight reduction (see Figure 46).
For round shank propellers, the m_ximum number of blades that ca_ be
mechanically accommodated a_ =he hub is eight. Wi_h faired shanks, a
practical compromise of seven blades was chosen for Level 2. Figure 48 Shows
the adv_iced seven blade propeller configura_aon.
6.2.5 Summary Of Advanced Propulsion Applications
The characteristics of she selected propulsion sys=em =ec_hnologles,relative
to the baseline, are summarized as follows:
Level I
@ Powerplant
- 12% Lower Engine SFC
- 8% Lower Engine Weight/hp
7% Higher Engine Cos_ihD
@ Propeller
2.3% Higher Prooeller Efficiency
3.0%Lower Propeller Weight hm
Same Prooeller Cos_ hp
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6.3 Advanced Matemals and Structures
Both bonded metal and composite structural concepts are exami_ed in this
study. None of the 19 or 30 passenger commuter Airplane in current servlce
makes significant use of eithe of _hese szruc:ural approaches.
_"_beuse of metal-bonded ASsemblies normally requires fewer par=s and results
in more stiffness and fatigue resistance without added weight. Bonded
construction Also provides a sm_o_h surface whiah can be held closely =o
desired contours for '_mproved appearance and aerodynamic perfor_nance.
Operational requirements for turboprop ¢on_uzer a_.rcraftdictate numerous
shor_ stage leng'_hs,resul_ing in m_ny more takeoffs and landing per year
than the _ypical airplane. .Theapplication of bonded construction, with its
reduced susceptibility _o fatigue, ,.sa logical method for acb.ievinglong
servzce life under these rigorous opera=_mg conditions.
App!:_cagionsof adwlnced corJposigestructure :-nlarge commercial transports
have been studied extenslveiv. This structural concept has potential for
slgnificant weigh_ s_]vlngs,although predicted cost is USUAlly hi.g.rte_h_n
for conventional aluminum stricture. ,"_hesine and performance of the sgu(ly
aiz=raf_ a'_'esuch thaK mater:_algauges are :h,,.n,ana _he we_gn_ saving
peraenra_e wi!l be someunat less t:]anfor large jet transports. "_heitems
examlne_ in t,ni:;study -nc.ludecomposlte materials for primary and secondary
s_ruc_ure, =nciud=.n_ _he w_ng, nacelles, wing flaps, and emoenllageassemDiles.
6.3.1 Bonde_ Metal
•Cessna has accur,uiated, exc_f_s_veexperience ;4_.chDo,friedme_al s_l'l]ccui-,_,d_l(t
:IrisleveicDeo a ar_e OOll_/__[l_ pro(Iu('.zlon f&Ck_j.-iv, lf_/Udi_g ciednr_qgtalIKS
",£vut'_rooms, au_ociaves, a_d nondes_rUCtlve test eeu:.pment..$ver i0 0O0
bonged assemblies have been produced each month _n titisfacilit-;. Strong and
reiiaDie boneed joints ._r_zonszsten_/v achieved. 7es:_nafirst t_sedbo_,ded
"herai or,9rimarv scructure ".nthe ear-v 19_0's %'iththe [.;['od[_cr"-on of bcnaec
Cit,lnlOrl win__ S DQI',_. _xteflsIve Don_L_ WaS i:1_COdUC_(1 l._ _he wlng panels of
the Jessna -_O0-serles tw'_n-engM_e a__rDi_ines In 1975,
The part`s in a typical bonded assembly are shown in Figure 49. These part`._.
are bonded in a single autoclave cycle. When the par_s are assembled, the
• skin panel has a "wazfle" appearance due to the doubler cutouts. 1_iewaffle
doubler provides a transition in stiffness from skJ/1to stringer or frame.
This aids in preventing stress concentration areas when fatigue cracks might
start., Since !oad *,ratsfor from one structural member =o the next takes
• place over a wider area than for conventional riveted cons=ruction, the
working stresses are lower, r_sultzng in fewer fatigue related problems.
This s_ructural design results in a weight and cost-_ffective me=hod for
achieving long service life.
•_igure 50 shows the bonded waffle doubler concept as applied to a short-haul
aircraft fuselage barrel. "lqnisadvanced tec.hnology structure is currently
used on the Ci=a_.ion III buszness jet. On a pressurized fuselage this
metal-bonded s_ruc=ure has _he additional bonefit of minim.!zing the sealant
requii'edto preven_ air leakage.
Another metal-bonding concept, useful for control surfaces, combines full
depth aluminum honeycomb and minlmum ga_e aluminum skins. As sho_-nin Figure
51, this structure req',_iresonly two closure ribs, compared to fourteen
=railing edge ribs and rib sediments on a production aileron and tab uslng
riveted cons_ruc=ion. Another application of honeycomb is for s:iffenm_g of
selected wlng, fuselage, and empennage skin panels.
6.3.2 Composite Materials
As part of its composites R&D work, Cessna is conducting an ongoing design
allowables test program on a var _.e_y of composite ,_aterials and
configurations (Referenca 27]. ,_"neoeslgn allowables are calculated by
subnractlng three standard deviations from the mean of test res'_:!tsobtained
from unaged specimens at room uemperature. These numbers are then further
reducee for the effects of heat and humidity [manerlal ware; soaked a_ 160°T)
and fatigue damage (I0_ cycles at 50 percent of stacic strength). Typical
_ry maner!al test results are shown an Figure 52. Even with c.onservat:ve
deszgn allowables, aomposl'_estructure Drc z:des :;.gnl._¢_n_.ygreater welg.,_t
sav'-ngs tn_zn bonded megal, its _zosc, however, :s h_gher _.han for
convencionai aluminum structure. %_e"ght and cost ¢haracner_st :cs are
di._cussed further in Set=ions 6.3.3 and o 3.4.
Four exam_l_s o_.comDos.,.e__ assemD'_.'_.s_ conszdered :'orthe stuev aJ.rcrafzare
t'_e w_'2,gs;, _'z_g flaps, engine nacelles, _nd seats. The- &c.'_aDo;ire wlng
gonceD_ z cluees a comD-_nat._ot!of gl-2Dtl!te-eooxy, Kevlar-eooxv J',%d!_oneycomb
gore _;ons_ruc_ion. q'hisconceDE Is showllIn F2_gure-__'_Large __uDaa,.,en.Bi.,es'ee ,
.I_!<_ t,_leu_e of bondin_ to ;oln these suDassemDl&es mln2.mlzes t:le:_eed ."or
•o LP.tS ind fasteners "_'ha.s c.ollc{£oE heios lo reduce the number Dr Darts, an
.lid ill [NI[II._IXIII_ COS_, _hnd ai.lO_'S Skin Daneis Eo De worke_a zo :_lgner stress
'eveis and s_zii meet z.ne recu'_red fat'-gue Life.
'.*q.l_Le:ic_t,,_Kedge !nd illtersDar si.[inDaI_els h:_ve an lnner ant curer SKi;',
_To_l(:_.._d,o .£ [)_.'lleyC,'),nlDcore. _he o:/te'.-:sKins dl'e Kevlar- ooxv :_'P,Icil ex_liblts
:It.-:-I.:71DaG_,/_,d .IDrlslon yf_slsgalict•. _[evldr IG :lOt iS _ood lS ._rlpillte 111
:Jz'_._re.%5"oi!, DIIT."r_leD :_T,3,).....(.Q DV Core <_l_i _Ged I_1 CC_n]t!l_C"iiOf}%'i_ _,l
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Figure 49. Typical. Bonded Waffle Doubler Assembly
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Figure 53. Composite Wing Structure
graphite inner skin an efficient structure results. Az_ outside layer of
a[L_mi/lizedE-glass, such as '[horstrand,provides lightning s_rike protec_lon
and good paLnt adhesion, ,n/hecore materzal is aluminum or Nomex, as
approprlate. The lower ski_ incorporates access openings for inspe(:_io_,1of
structure and fuel tanks, ,n/heexternal contour on _he leading edge is
indented _o pernli_flush insrallatlon of deice boots.
%q_e w-_ngspars are graphite-epoxy• The required cap_ematerialtaperStreng_hsDanwise"S
ach_eve_ through layers of undlrectlonai graphlne, _h spars
_o ma_ch the airfoil connOUrS and load requlremen_s.
The number of ribs is slgnificantly reduced from the quanti_Y normally
requ:red for conven='.onalrlveted menal struc'.ure- Ribs are located a_ ".he
:nDcard ans outboard ends and I% spanwlse loca_ons experlenc:ng '%igh local
ioa_s, such as a_ eng_e motu_-_at_ac.:'.meuts,gear attachments a_n_f_gp "Jrack
[oc,atLone•
The wlng ,:;_corporatesan ,..nte_ralfuel tankag_ syste_n. "_lebonded Wl.qgbox
styuc_ure,prov'.oes_he basic seaied ta:lK. A_idi_io_%alseaiing ar_(l,orotec_on:onl:rol'.ed S ]os[_rnz procudu_'e to neposlZ a
could be 3_hleved Dy 'aslP.g a
un:form layer of fuel res_'stan_ma_erlal on the hllSlde surface.
'_eta. mal.n fit_i:_gs ,_]ttach_.!lewlng outer oa[%e[s _o the <:Prr-y-throu_h• h ' __• fastenecJto _.:%e
._tr,acture,."nasame_ai _ilttlng5are bonded ,{ndmec,,.anlCa**_
_<r,l_.)_,,2%,_ ou_ier W?,.ilgs.
Figure 5A shows a Cessna composite wine flap. _ne upper and lower skin panels
are of sandwich construction, with Kevlar outer skins for good"resistance to
foreign object damage. A Nomex core and a graphite inner skin provide
desired panel stiffness. %_le two spars are made of unidireouional and woven
graphite and transfer the flap shear loads to =he flap tracks.
Extensive tests have shown this flap design to be very durable. After a high
temi)erature water soak, 60,000 limit load cycles were applied with no
failures. The front spar was then cu_ a_ the cente_'line,the flap was cycled
to represent 15,000 flights, and a test load of i30 percent of limit load was
applied with no failure. The same test was successful after cutting the rear
spar at, the ce_luerline. Yet. this flap is Z3% lighter tham a less durable
riveted aluminum flap.
A third example of composite s_ruczure is shown in Figure 55. This is a jet
engine nacelle designed, fabricated, tested, and flown by Cessna. Similar
construction would be applicable on turboprop engine nacelles. A fiberglass
and Kevlar layup is used for the aft cowl assembly, lower cowl door, upper
cowl panel, and all of the inlet cowl assembly except for the heated inlet
lip.
Composite materials are also used for cabin furnishi/Igs and trim on the
advanced technology s_udy aircraft. One example of composite interior desig_
is the Cassna Enviroform Seat, shown in Figure 56. The seat assembly shown
uses a molded fiberglass pedestal, and a fiberglass/aluminum honeycomb
sandwich terms the seat pan a_d back, which are then upholszered. The
contoured shape is functiona! and _he slim seal lines glve the i2terior a
more spac.%ous look. _'ne thin, curved back gives plenty of knee room _n high
density seating arrangements and footrests are molded into _.he base. For
this study, the pedestal _Id base ar_ replaced wl_-h a composite framework
that allows space for u_nderseatstorage.
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6.3.3 Comparative Weight Savings
Experience wi_.hcurrent bonded metal structureindicatesa modest 0 to 10%
we':ghtsavings relative to riveted aluminum construction, dependingon the
application. One reason for the small wel_h_ saving is that some parus are
enlarged to facilitate the bond layup process. Another reason is that
designers have used bonding primarily to increase fatigue life and damage
_olerance rather than to reduce weight. However, with further development
and test verification, more weigh_ r_ductions could be achieved. It is
anticipated that meual bonding could provideweigh= savingsup to 20% with
more advancedmethods in design and cons_ruc=zon.
Most applicationsof composite structureresult in a 15 _o 30% weight saving
rela=ive =o rivetedmetal s=ructure (Reference2, 28 & 29). Weight savings
for composite assembliesfrom various manufacturersare sho%rni_ Figure 57.
This data indicates that component weight savings currently average 25%
through use of advanced composites. Based on ceh_znuing research, it zs
anticipatedthat fut,:z-ecompositecomponentweight savLngs could average 35%
relativeto rivetedme=el structure.
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Figure 57. Composite Weight Savings in Aircraft Structural
Applications
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6;3.4 Advanced Structural Applications
The application of bonded and composite structure to the baseline airplane is
shown in Figure 58. The individual strucuural breakdown is given in Tab].=
13. Two levels of technology applications are shown. In Level i, 50% of t._e
baseline airframe weight is replaced with bonded metal structure and 10% is
redesigned with advanced composites. Level 2 expands the use of adva!%ced
composites to replace 43.8% of the baseline airframe weight, and metal
bonding is reduced to 20.8%. The largest item in Level 2 is =he composxte
outer wing, which includes virtually all of the wing except for the fuselage
carry-through structure.
The component weight savings selected for Level I are 10% for metal bonding
and 25% for composites. For posu-1990 Level 2, these savlngs zncrease to 20%
for metal bonding and 35% for composi=_._. Table 14 shows the unresiaed
weight benefits of these advanced s=ructurai applications. The ul_resized
weight benefits ire =he weight reductions that would result from substi=utlng
the advanced structural components identified in Table 13 for riveted
alumanum components in an existing airframe. For exampie_ Level I uses 50%
metal bonding with a 10% average component welght saving, resulting _.nan
airframe weight reduc:lon of 5%. Since the elf:tame weigh= for Baseline 1 is
38% of _ihe_otal empty weigh_, the 5% airframe number reduces to a 1.9% empty
weight savlng for the entire airplane. Level i composites add ano=her 1.0%
improvement, for a total empty weight reduction of °..9%. Since the empty
weight for Baseline I is 8780 ib, this amounts to a 255 ib weight saving.
•The 7.3% value for Level O provides a s_gnificant 059 lb we_gh_ reduction.
The resized welght effects are discussed zn Sect%on 7.0.
The structural cost complexity factors presented in Table 14 were 'asedas
desc=ibed in Section 4.3. Extensive experience with metal bonding shows that
its cos= per pound installed is equivalent to rlve_ed structure. Material,
tooling, & energy coszs are higher with bonding, but final assembly ane
finishing cos=s are lower because =he bonded subassemblies are larger and
require less f_-_zlnga1%dsealing. _7_erewe!ght savings are experienced with
bonding a cos= benefit also results; so =haT,Level i bonded _omponents welsh
and _ost 10% less than their riveted counterparts, and Level 2 bonded
components cost 20% less than riveted parts.
0t; r_J
LEVEL I',
BONDEDMETAL, 50%
COMPOSITE,10%
LEVEL 2
BONDEDMETAL, 20.8%
COMPOSITE,_3.8%
Figure 58, J,reas o# Advancec_ Structures Applicat!oi_s
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Table 13. Breakdown of Advanced Structures Applications
OF TOTAL BASELI}_ AI_ _- STRUCTURAL %;£1GHTS
LEVEL I [ T.E%,_L2
ITEM BONDED COMPOSITE BONDED COVaPOSITEMETAL _TAL
OUTER WING PANEL
UPPER & LOWE.RPANELS 11.57, .... 11.5"g
SPARS& RIBS ...... 4.6'_
FLAPS •- 3; a% -- 3.4Y.
AILERONS 3.2% .... 3.2"_
ACCESSDOORS I.8% .... I.8%
TIPS -- I.2'_ -- ].2%
WINGCARRY-TKROUG}I 5.3"1 -- 5.34 --
FUSELAGEBARRELS 6.7% -- 6.7"I --
HORIZONTALSTABILIZER 4.2"_ .... 4.,_?,
VERTICAl, I:!N 2.8% .... 2.8%
ELEVATORS _ _ -- 2.3%
RUDDER I.8% .... I.8%
TAll,CONESKIN& STIFFLNWIRS 2.7"1 -- 2.7% --
NACELLECO_'L:NG 2,6_ 'I,2T. -2.6% 2.2'_
CABINFLOORA._R3SUPPORTS 2.3% "- 2.34 --
WING,'FUSEL\GEFAIRING3 -- I,5,% -- !.5"_
.'lAINM;DNOSEGF,AR IFORS 0.8_ .... 0.S_
%'INDSHIEI/O._.AMI_ -- 0.8_ -- 0.S%
CABIN5qTRANCEDOOR O.,, "- 0.7% --
t"qJSELAGE NOSE C&P -- 0.7'_ -- o..._
<_ -- 0.S_ --CABINESCAPEiD\TCH 0,_
NOSE RAGJAGE DOORS 0.4% ..... O. 4"_
TAILCONE _C'ZESSDOOR 0,4% ..... 0.4%
TAILCON_"STINGER -- 0.2% -.. 0.2"_
I TO'r,_.. _ 50. O'i i - io.o% 2o. 8% ,,3._
ORIGit.]A_.-_"_";....
OF POO£° QUA_-_t _
Table 14. Unresized Effects o,_ Advanced Materials
Substitution on Baseline 1
F BONDEDM.E.TAL i"0 _ 20.8%% OF AII_IE SZ'RUCT'J_LWEIGHT _
AVE_RAGEC0,_IPONENTW'EIGHTREDUCTION 10% 20.0%
UNRESIZZDAI_'R2uMESTIIUCT_ _'E!GHT SA:VING 5% &,2%
L'NRESIZEDAIRCRAFTEMPTY W'EIGh'TSAVING 1.9% 1.6%
COMPOSITE
OF AIR.ME STRU_"TLqKALWEIGHT i0% _3 .S_
AVERAGE COI'IPONENTW"EIGhT RJ::D(.;C'TT_,'_4 25"_ 35_i
U',qRESi,,_D AiRFRAM_ Sk"J._-'.:_.. ....." •........... _ .......
b,'N'RZSI[:EDAIRCR._I.:.2. .. _, .,,_ ':%
BO,',Da,_'_" ..... .:.D IC_'!?OSITE
........._ ....T" rq," ";'
[_._RESICED.x,;.?Ll:;<,:_"_:,.,,,'TRL,.,.,,,},U\o','E.".C,HT SA% ,., [ .9. :J":,
;_'RESI:=ED AI:_::%'A?-: ' ' ........,' ;_," :::S" - A,?: NG !,t;
COST .... P_,.X...;,:\C._R,b !
l
I 1.3 1.0BONDEDn_'l':'..L - A\%.RA_£ ]
-.2:12-:- "7'S, - Av%,RAGE J ;., 5 1.5
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Composite ¢ons_-ruc_ion averages 50% higher cost Den finished pound --nan
finished me_.al components. Wqli!e composites eliminate _any _ach_n,d au._d
forged parts, the material, energy, labor, :u%dinspec--loncos'_sare higher.
The 1.5 complexity factor for composi°cosis lower tn_u_aurrenr experience,
bu_ is based on rapidly decreasLng materials cosr.salong wx_h maximum use of
prepreg ma_erials and new automated lay_ip_eehniques. The ;educed weigh_ of
composire structure largely offsets or even eliminates the _osr Denal_y, even
without resxzing. For example, _he Level I _%o_posi_epar_s _,'e_.gn(I - 0.25)
= 0.75 times as much as riveted mere! par_s, so _he net cos_ rector is 0.75 x
" 1.5 = 1.13. For Level 2 composites, ".he35% welght saving results in a net
cos!: factor of 0.65 x 1.5 = 0.98. _"q_us,unresized Level 1 composize
components cost 13% more _han the metal par_s they replace, _nd _he Level 2
composl_e componen_ costs are equivalen_ _o _hose for metal cons_ _/c_ion.
The structural eosr comp!exi_y factors are the same for LeVel I and Level 2,
which implies _har manufac%_r_ng process efficienc_es _mprove over _ime ar
_he same ra_-eas structure! efficzencies. This assumpu:on "_sapproprl,;te,
since advanced srrue_u_'al RId3 is concerned wi_h improving manufac_u_'Ing
processes as well as wl--h,_ncreas_g structural efficiency.
6.4 Ride Quality Improvements
_"_neanalysis of aircraf_- response _o _urbulance begins w_h _he developmenn
of a turbulence model, ._hemodel used for _hese _na!yses was derived from
non-srorm turbulence da_a co!leered by --heNACA fro_ 1952 through 1959 for
transpor_ aircraft. The _urbulence model forma_ sho_m in Figure 59 is that.
of No_ess and Grego_'y(._eferance30). ."/hesecond _mportant eiemenr- in r!de
.qual_y analysis :.sa oassenger discomfor_ model. Yigure 60 shows the model
generated by Hoiloway and Bruma_n_m (Reference 31) in a simular.or--est
program. This model shows _he threshold levels of accelera_aon ar whic.b a
glven percentage of passengers would oDjec_ _O the ride, ['he
frequenc_.-acc_ler_ionrang_-_of mo_lon si_kness is also __nd:.&ared.
By applying the armcspher'.c power spectral density dot:red from tb_
--urbulencemode-_.to '_heal.rtraf_gust load _ransfer funczlon, the orobabil- .
distribution of a_-_&raf_accelerau:onresponse may oe determined. Eesul--sof
these analyses for curren_ large _nd small _ranspor_ aircr'_'.f_rzm References
32 and 33 have been overiayed on the passenger d-_scomfortmose! for _% ._S
vertical gus--of 0 f-_see. Small transpor_ aircraft are sho%_n_o nave bo_-ha
h'.gner predominant frequency as wel! as n_gner acceiera_lon response ".o
_urbulence. Reference 33 ,_ndicaresthat a coal of .03 _IS ver-.ica/,g's at a
oredom'.nan=frequency of !.5 Hz is a reasonable goal for a small shor_--haui
transport. ."q;.isoo_n_ '.s _ndiea_ed on _he passenger _Isco.omfor_- model _n
?'.gure O0 _s the STAT goal. ?or --no o ft see. gus_ the '_re,om_n_-_z
frequencres of small _rmusport a,_rzraftrend :o fal! "_nthe z_ge of ",3 _o
" }[z. ._hs threshold lines ot passengers objee-lng rend -o be falrl_'
hor'.zonta!"_n_b.lsr;'_n:,,o=.._q_,i_3allows _ne daze to De _ross ulo=ted as sho_q_.
" d _"" Otter ,DHC-6h, the .... , .....
:.nFigure t_i- ._,'h.e3ei{av_.ian ....... "
_he Level _ an_ Level 2 results are superimposed on -his Eigure.
Level i employshigherwing IoadLnEsbutno active ridecontrolsystem. The
high wlng loadings were achieved by using the Level 2 flap system and
advanced airfoils described in Section 6.1.3. The effectiveness of the Leve!
1 approach is shown in Figure 62, which shows the parametric response of
Baseline i in terms of cruise wing loading and aspect ra_io. Higher wing
feedings and lower aspect ratios can improve the vertical g response of any
of :he baselines; however, the aspec_ ratio effect is relatively small and
_he wing loadi_..geffect is limited by either fuel volume or approach speed
requirements. For ex,%mple, Table 15 shows the limiting values of wing
loading and ".he limiting parameter for three o_" the baseline technology
airplanes. Because of these limits, the maximum reduction _n vertical
acceleration wh:ch can be expected from the Level 1 approach is approximately
l0 percent..
The Level 2 approach combines an active ride control system (RCS) with higher
wing loadings. The active ride control system _ncludes 3eparate aileron,
&poller, and elevator surface controls and a self-adaptive feedback system
for vertical acceleration and pitch. One approach for implementing this type
of system would include the use of spoilers, split ailerons, and a split
elevator.
Reference 33 studied the effectiveness of this type of system on a DHC-6 Twim.
Otter with the aileron authority split 60_ mau_ual/&O_ ride control, and the
elevator authoriEy split B0% manual!20% ride con_zol. ;igure 63 shows the
potential effectiveness of this type of system. .tu aileron-only RCS could
provide a 55_ reduction i_Ivertical g's in cruise. The addition of elevator
RCS brings the total reduction in cruise gust response to 70%. For the climb
and app,.eachflight segments, the _ora! ride quality improvemenus are 55_ and
A0_ respectively.
The cost impact of Level I is minimal and results _.romsizing for high wing
feedings with the higher cost flaps, rather than _or minimum_ DOC. Level 2
includes _his cosu as well as the RCS avlonics and mechanical hardware costs,
which were fixed a_ $100,000 per airplane.
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Figure 59. Turbulence Model
Figure 60. Response of Passengers and Airplanes to Vertical Gusts
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Figure 61. Effect of Vertical Acceleration on Per'ce,ved RideQuality
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Figure G2. Level I Ride Quality Control
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Tabl_ 15. Maximum AHowable Win 9 Loadings
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[
AIRCRAFT BASELINE I LE%_LI LIMITING
I RIDECONTROl, PARAMETER
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Figure 63, NASA-Boe,n 9 DHC--6 Study
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7.0 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AIRCRAFT EVALUATION
The aerodynamic, propulsion and structural technologles were applied
separately and in combine=ion to the baseline airplanes. The ride control
improvements were only applied separately, because ride control is in_anded
for passenger comfort ra_her than improved costs or efficiencies.
A total of 28 advanced technology aircraft were sized and optimized, 14 each
in Level 1 and Level 2. The principle nhara_eris_ics of these aircraft are
given in Tables 16 through 23. The application of the Level 1 and Level 2
technologies is shown zo provide significant benefits in both operating costs
and fuel efficlency. Tables 2& and 25 slunmarize these benefits for each
aircraft, and average values for the combined technologies are also shown.
Based on these averages, the combined aerodynamic, propulsion, and structural
s_udy technologies provide the following overall advantages.
LevelI L_vel2
Low Risk Moderate Risk
Reduction in DOC 13% 21_
9_Reduction _n Fuel Consumption ,&_ 39%
The benefits for each aircrs.:ftfall within 1% of =hese average values as
shown in Tables 24 and 25.
%_e ranking of the Level 2 applied technologies in reducing DOC and fuel
consumption on small, short-haul transports zs shown in Table 26.
These r_Ikings represenu the interaction of three effects:
• the sensitivities of the baseline airplanes
=o basic design parameters (drag, CL .MAX,
welgh=, SFC, and cost), as discussed in
Section 5.5.2,
@ the effectiveness of each technology for
improving these basic design parameters,
O _he relative aggressiveness of _he assumed
Level i and Level 2 applications.
Advanced powe£plan_ tec_mology z_Iks highes_ because DOC and fuel efficiency
are highly sensitlve to SFC improvements, and _he advanced englne
_ec_hnologles were ex_ensively applied. Advanced flap systPms rank second,
even _hough the baselines showed the lowes_ _echnical sensitivity no
improvements in maximum lift coefficient. Tile _mporzanca of high lif_
systems results from the very large galns _n CL uuIxavailable wilt, advanced
flaps.
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Given the high sensitiVity of DOC to airplane empty weight, as sho_rnin
Section 5.5.2. _he low ranking of advanced structural technologies is
surprising. Clearly, even _he 45.8% composir.eairframe assumed for the Level
2 structure does not use enough composites to fully exploi_ the design
sensitivity to weight. #mother way to take be'czer advantage of this
sensitivity is to pursue weight savings for non-structural airframe
components (i.e., systems and furnishings), which account for approximately
A0% of airframe weigh_.
The effect of advanced structures technology on empty weight for Baseline I,
with and without resiz_.ng, is sho_n_ below. Un.rasized weight savings
increased abouu I% with resizir_g.
Level 1 Level 2
Advanced Structures Advanced Structures
Unresizad Empty Weight Reduction 2.9% 7.5_
Resized Empty Weight Reduction 3.9_ 8.3_
Advanced propellers rank fourth in DOC improvement and third in SFC
Improvement. The aircraft were very _ensitive _o propeller efficiency and
weight improvements, bu_ _he available efficiency and weight gains were small
compared _o other technologies.
Advanced airfoils r_ked low because the Level I and Level 2 applications
were not aggressive. In parzicular, natural laminar flow was not included am
the study because it has been difficult _o achleve in practice _Section
6.1.1). However, very recent NASA work with natural laminar flow airfoils
(Reference 34) shows the potential for significantly lower drag uslng
practical design, manufacturlng, and operating procedures.
The rankings of Level I and Level 2 applied technologies in improving DOC and
block fuel are further illustrated _n Figures 6& and 65. It should be noted
_ha_ _he Level I and Level 2 ride control _eclmologles are based on Level 2
advanced airfoils and flaps, which accounts for _he apparent improvamen_ in
DOC due _o ride control _echnology. The active ride control system
introduced ,in Level 2 adds cost _o _he aircraft, which reduces :he DOC
improvement.
Plan and perspective vzews of _he four Level 2 advanced _ec.b_nologyairplanes
are presented in Figures 66 through 72. Table 27 summarizes config_araulon
differences between =he curren_ and advanced _ec,hnology airplanes. In
gener_l, =he combined Level I technologies reduce TOGW 14_, power 24_, wing
area ,_, _;ingspan 3_, and increase aspec_ ratios _.
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Table 16. Characteristics of 19 Passenger, 2-Abreast Airplane
Incorporating Level 1 Advanced Technologies
.JT T •LEVELI TECHNOLOGY
• -......... FECHNOLOGY __._ S C_
• ' I BASELINE--_ p
{ POWER/ENGINEI kw I 928
• / B,.OO<FUEL _'gr 249 _34I 208 246 i.o_I '_;_
I (Ib) (SSO) .4SI I..€9 . _.431 I.,€9
: ,:000.,.,6,]_0.,_;0.,7,_0_7_0,4,
I. THERMODYNAMIC A - AERODYN#_ICS
2. STAGELEi_GTH185 roll(100nm) P " PROPULSION
S - STRUCTURES
C - COMBINED A,P,S
R/C - RIDE CONTROL
Table 17. Characteristics of Short Field, 19 Passenger, 2-Abreast
Airplane Incorporating Level I Advanced ]'echnolog_es
-_----------_.._____
A'RcI c'  C E 'STIC TECH ,0LOGy
Kg 7468
POWERIENGI'IEI, kw '104, I -" --/ (1S069
19 PAX (SHP) 1390) .. ] 891
2 ABR £ "" "" I (11957
S}_ORT PRICE SM 1.56 .. .. .'" i 1.a9F:ELD BLO K FUEL2 Kg 272
(Ib) (600) ii "" -- I_(456)1• 207
{€ISE_AT-nm) (11.627) .. ..
___ ,_EL_VE /.05_L -_ ._.
_ERMODYNAMIC A - AERODYNN41CS
,_i STAGELENGTH183 _m jlo0 rim) P " PROPULSION
S - STRUCTURES
C - COMBINEDA,P,S
RiC - RIDE CONTROL
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Table i8. Characteristics of 19 Passenger, 3-Abreast Airplane
InCorporating Level 1 Advanced Technologies
AIRCRAFT r-JIARACTERISTICS CURRENT L_EL I TECHNOLOGY
- TECHNOLOG'- 'A J CBASELINEj F'"
TOGW kg 8140 7983 7757 7902 ( 75O2
()b) (17945)(17600) (17102) (17421) (16539
POWER/ENGINE1 kw 1070 974 I031 J I050 922
(SHP) (1435) (I_6) (I382)j (1408) (1236
SM 1.74 1.69 1.73 I 1.69 1.6?
PRICE 233 277 214,19 PAX BLOCK FUEL2 kg 281 262
3 ABR (Ib)I (620) (578) 1(514) (610) (472)
DOC2 ¢ISEA'_-kmJ 6.712 6.439 ._,185I 6,556 5.856
(¢/SEAT-nm) (12.430)(II.925 (II.455)i(12.141)(I0.845)
R_LATIVEOOC I 1.1311.0_SI1.0'_J1_o4 o.98v( • .1..,,, .. - _ -
A - AERODYNA_(ICS
I. THERMODYNAMIC P- PROPULSION
2. STAGELENGTH.185 _ (IO0nm) S - STRUCTURESC - COMBINEDA,P.S
R/C - RIDE CONTROL
Table 19. Characteristicsof 30 Pa senger Airplane Incorporating
• Level l Advanced Technologies
T  R ENTt EVELI  C,,O 0GY
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS N ECHNOLOGYF--------_....
TOGW xg I0981 10760 )0507 J I0730 j I0115
lib) (24210) (237ZI) [23165)J£23655)I (22300)
POWER/ENGINE_ Kw 1439 1311 1388 I 1414 J 1241
£SHP (1930) (1758) (1860)J _1896)J (!663)30 PAX I I
PRICE SM 2.23 2.17 2.231 2.18 1 2.!3
BLOCK FUEL2 Kg 363 338 300 J 357 | 275
(607_(Ib) _BO0) {745) (662) (788)J
5.426 5.235 J 5.5!7 4.941
DOC_ ¢ISEAT-kmJ 5.657 | O. ,3)
(_"SEAT'_iiCIO'_'_DOC 10.0491<9.696,L<I2 1o.963o.91_o.s_2I o.935_Io.s_:RELATIVEL
A - AERODYNAMICS
I. THERMODYNAMIC P- PROPULSION
Z. STAGELENGTH185 _ iO0 rim) S - STRUCTURES
C - COMBINEDA,P,S
RIC - RIDE CONTROL
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Table 20. Characteristics of 19 Passenger, 2-Abreast Airplane
Incorporating Leve! 2 Advanced Technolog,es
-. ,...... , ,
,CURRENT i LEVEL : TECHNOLOGY
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS 'ECHNOLOGYr--'___BAS_EI,_A ,_ -.......P I -; I C '' RiC iTOGW kg 7,39 | _,.,o1 7087 _724 1 6833 63031 ,"26:(Ib)_I896oIl_}s6:s_ {1148_311,IS06b_ _],T_9531_16010
I
_' " " "Q "II i S99
L
19 PA.X POWER/ENGINE _w '),.SI 786 873 1 S_
2 ABR ISHP) _1245'_l ,I054' ,ll:'O_i,1178! _95311 _I_05
I
ORICE SM _1.49_ J _1.45_ ,1 50_1 _1,44' _1.41_j (1.58'
:4q I 223 1"q 4 23° 154 I 234
BLOCkFUEL-" ,,g _550)tlb) I _491) £37311 _5ZT'_ _GJg!! _516)
I I iDOC2 ,I,'SEAT-w.m 5.936 I 5.581 .'3.179 I "R.644 .
,_'SF.AT.r_),10.993, [10.J36' _9.Sgi'l,10.45Z',_.T:1,j,lo.so._,j
RELATIVEDOC 1.0 u.3,,I 0.,151 7 0
A- AERODYNAMICS
1, THERMODYNAMIC P- PROPULSION
2. STAGEL_NGTIilSS _m_I00 rim) S - STRUCTURES
C - COMBINED A,P,S
R/C - RIDE CONTROL
Ta,,;e 21. Characteristics of Short Field, 19 Passenger, 2-Abreast
Airplane Incorporating Level 2 Advanced Technolog=es
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS CURRENT ] L_'EL 2 TECHNOLOGY ],
3ASELINE" A
I , Si !
,1t-,a6'S) ...... ,14149_
19 _X POWER/ENGINE1 _,w I 1040 "S7
" ABR _SHP)I ,1395_ ...... ,_,055'
SHORT
r'EL S _RICE SM ,1.56\ ...... .I .-I_'
3LOCK _UEL2 _g £7_ 165
,lb_ _600 \ ...... ,364 _
JOC2 _!S_AI-un 6.2?8 .'._98
I M SEAT-,,m'"" .... ]
, ,,I._........ ,9,072'
____ RELATIVE30C _.058 .... '
A - .%ERODYNAM,ICS
THERI_DYNAMIC _- PROPULSION
STAGE_Z_GT_ :._5 _m ,'.0(7 nm_ S - STRUC_dR[S
Z - COF_BI."IEDA,P,.S
R,'C- RIDE ZONTROL
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Table 22. Char..cter;~ticsof'9Passenger,3-Abreast Airplane
Incorporating Level :2 Advanced Technologies
\1. 64 \
.~ "'1
,376 \
\T. 7.1 \
:00
~."4~ ~
(1. 69)
249
(549'
il . '4)
:SI
(6;:0)
CHARACTERl STIeS
TOGW kg
( lb)
OOWER/ENGIN[' kw
(SHP)
PRICE SM
BLOCK FUEL: kg
\ 1b)
.
AIRCRAfT
19 PAX
3 .\BR-
CURPENT LEVEL 2 TECHNOLOGY ~
TEeHNOLOGy·'""'"'-·---r----..,.-----r--.........,
l--_......._+ --------+-BAS-....E-L-IN-E+--,\-+---P-+-...:.-s--+--c-j
8140 '973 7520 '633 'O~3 I
(1 i945) (175i8) ;16Si?) (16828\ (15483)
1070 906 1009 101: 511
i1435) (1214) (1352·)"5'\ il08i'
;; ~6~ ,I
:58 .
(591 )
-.
DOc: :/SE,.\i-l(m
,;, StJ\7~.lb\
6,.71:
\; ~. 430'
6.303
,., '.""'1,\
\ I 10·0/">- J
5;84; 6.353
\1u-. SZ9 \ \11.700,";-
5.:~8
~ 9. -~ .. ~ \
RELATIVE DOC 1.131 1.J62 J.98S 1.0:'0 0.$89
1. TK£,WJOYNAM IC
• STAGE i.ENGTH 185 l(m ilOO nml
A -Af.MOYNM-I!es
P - PROPULSION
S - STRUC~RES .
C - COMBINED A,P,S
RIC • RIDE CONTROL
Character-istics of 30 Passenger Airplane Incorporating
Level 2 Advanced Technologies
,\IRCRAFi CHARACERIS7:CS I CURRENT i ~tC;~NOLOGY
r------------"""----- J~~i~~~I~rr·~l . pl·s C
~q I lC'9S1 I :07:3 101$1 I ~C.;5.\ ;\496
\lbl \':4::10) i ;:36·10' \::44~) ,::526' ,:0936)
~OWERiENGINE: \:'w i439 11':1.1135: I 136~ 1091
iSHP\ .. 1930' I (16Z~\ \':"~~:'·I· ,lS33~ ,1.16':'
SM ,.: • ':3 ~ \: . 16) _ _~ ,: .i 5' ,.: •10'
"
SLOCK:UEL': ~g ;63 J19 '1;8 I 3.1~ =18
\lbi :300' \703\ \56$\ ,765) ,48)1
I \'VIC': •. "'E·'T·'m ~.':<;'I l; '0' ;; 440 S ••~-, o. J .1':4L :...E.....LA-7-:...V-E-'~_~....~E-·~-T-.~-m_\"'"-\-1_:-:~_: ...:_l...l......,__;_~_~:_~~_~...'.....i_'...:_::_:_:\,.,;.I_i_~_::_:~_:_\.J"I_'_:_~~_:_·:.....J'
7"HERMOOYNAMI C
ST,o\GE • E~GTH : as ~m \ 100 nm \
" • AERODYNAMICS
P. DqOPULS lON
S • S~'Rue~RES
C • COMBINED .\,P,S
RIC . ::::OE C:)NTROL
. O~lGINAt f'AG~' is
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.Table 24. Percent Change in DOC Resulting From Advanced
Technology Applications
100 11ft S1'AGE WlGTlll U~G..~.ill ~..-=-OD=YN=:='-·-~~""C-T:----""--.-,-._~-~P~R-O~-P~t:-:r.s_--_I...O_·-tl_-_-...:~-~.~:-'l'R~ClrN-l)-.CTUIU:-.,..O-L-O--GY-s-·~~~~~~-C_OIlB~~-I_lfEI)~.~~~~~~-R-IIl~-t.-, ....,c-or_Nn~~-()-L~~
. ..:...... ......._ LEVU I LEVEL LE!ltLu:V'F.L 'Lt'lEL u.vtLW'tL LEvt.L
I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 1.2
-).9 '6.0 '1.1 -12.8 -1,.2 •... 9 -12.5 '20.7
19 PA:i.
2-ABREA.')T
2 SHORT
FItLD
4.1 -6.430 PAX
f-_i_:._~_A_X_T_'_!--_·-4-.I+---O.-I-t_ ...-...;7-.9_i. ·1l.9 \02• 3 -S.3!-12.a{-21.4-
-1.5!~ '4.9'1:J.21.1~T .
f--A-VERA-Gt---+--.-J+----i---~--..-....f---..+-......-..,.....---12--.9EI-=~+----I
Table 25. Percent Change in Block Fue.l Resulting From
Advanced Technology Applications
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Table 26, Average Effectiveness of Lev_-I 2 Study Technologies
100 nm STAGE LENGTH
PERCENT F,EDUCrION
TE(_q_NOLOGf ....
DOC BLOCE FUEL
- ,m, J _,,, , m m _ .
___CED POWERPLANT I0.2 2._•0
I L 5.5 10.2
ADVANCEDSTRUCTb_S 5.0 4.A
ADVANCEDPROPELLERS 2.5 5.7
ADVANCEDAIRFOILS 0.7 I.2
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Figure 66. Plan View of Level 2 Advanced Technology
Aircraft -- 19 Fassen_er, _-Abreas _.Seating
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T_ble 27. Effect of Combined Advanced Technologies on Optimum
Aircraft Configuration _
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CONFI GURA.T1ON A1RCRAk'[" CURRENT 1 LEVEL A LEVEL A :;
ITEH TECIIt_OLOGY'I I _ 2 X :_
I. 19 PAX, 2 ABR 15,960 14,763 -7.5 13,895 -12.9 i
'l'OG_ 2. 19 PAX, 2ABR, SIIORTFIELD 16,455 i 15,O69 -7-8"5.8 14#149 -14.1 _(LB) 3. 19 PAX, 3 ABR 17,945 16,539 15,453 -13.7
t 4. 3_ PAX 24,210 22_3OO -7.91 20,936 -13+5
J
PO_!ER r 1 19 P._+X, 2 ABR 1245 1073 -13.8i 953 -23.5
PER 2. 19 P_.=,2 ABR, SIIORTFIELD 1395 1195 -14.3 1055 -24.4 _O
ENGINE 3. 19 PAX, 3 ABR 1435 1236 ,13.9 lOa7 -24.3 _ _
(St_P) 4. 30 PAX 1930 1663 -13.a 1462 -26.2 'n_ t"_ +
....... _ _ _
" " _ r" ._
NING I. 19 PAX, 2 ABR 325 283 -t2.91 246 -24.3, _-_ _+
AREA 2. 19 PAX, 2 ABR, fillOl_'r FIELD 373 324 "13.1 279 -25.2 _ :_
(+'T2) • 3. 19 PAX, 3 ABR 350 304 -13.1', 261 -25,4 _ IC_ I
[ 4. 30 PAX 456 397 -12.9 341 -25.2 _._
U[,NG 1. 19 PAX, 2 ABR 57.7 56.8 -i.61 57.3 -0.7 :
SPAN t 2. 19 PAX, 2 ABR, E,ILORTFIELD 58.7 55.5 -5.5! 56.9 " -3.1 i_
(E'T) I 3. 19 PAX, 3 ABR 58.4 56.5 -3.3 56.6 -3.1
I 4 30 PAX 65.8 63.0 -4.3 63.4 -3.6 ,_
i ] ' 10.25 11.40 +11.2 !3.35NING I. 19 PAX, 2 ABR +30.2
ASPE(:T i 2. 19 PAX, 2 ABR, SIIORTFIELD 9.25 I 9+50 + 2.7 11.60 +25.4
RATIO 3. 19 PAX, 3 ABR 9.75 _ 10.60 _ 8:7 12.25 _+25.6
4. 30 PAX 9.50 IO.O + 5.3 Ii.80 +24.2
8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Fur=her research and technology efforts are requirgd in several areas to
assure _he incorporation of promising _echnologies in future small,
short-haulaircraft. The goal of _hese efforts is to reduce direct operating
costs and fuel consumption by improvements Lu aerodynamics,propulsion,
• s_ruc_ures,and systems,
Aero_ero__%mi_s
O Conductpoweredmodel tes=s with full-spantrailingedge flaps for
developing high values of approach L/D along with high takeoff
CL MAX. Analytical 3-D predictionme=hods should be developed _o
reliably predict flap charac=erisaics. The anaiy_ical methods
could be verifiedby =he flap model =ests. A broad 3-D data bank
is required for Reynolds numbers in _he neighborhoodof 6 x I0_.
• Continue investigationof NL_ airfoils,with specific=ailorinE to
minimizetransitiondue uo insectcontamination.
• Develop a non-steadytheory for predictingtransitionand drag for
NLF airfoilsin the wake of highly loadedpropellers.
• Continue inves=igatio_ of airframe/propulsion integration.
Wing/fuselage and wing/nacelle analyses for conventional and
unconventionalconfigurationsshould•be included. Theory should
be verified by experiment. This should include high
angle-of-at=aukand high yaw angle =es_s 1o assure sa=isfactory
stabili=ycharacteristics.
Propulsion
• Contimuedevelopmen_of high work szag_s, advanceddiffusers,high
_ampera_re _urbine materials, variable interr_algeometry, high
modulus shafts,and more efficientcooling.
• Emphasize developmen_ of broad range cycles that include _he
capability for low idle power settings alon_ wi%h hish bleed
airflow and pressures. Idle bleed air performanceis the deciding
factor Lu providing realisticalr conditioningwi_h iiEht weigh:
air cycle machines. Idle-_o-fullpower accelera=ion_imes should
remaan as shoz_ as for curren_ engines.
@ Improve engine durability in _he severe shor_-haul duty cycle.
Be_er hot section analysis mezhods are needed and con_mued
developmen_of digi_a!controllersis encouraged.
@ Develop anal_:ical me_hods for optlmiz_E propeller/hub/nacelle
integration. Conduce po_ered model tests _o confirm p_edictions.
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Q Continu__developma_nuof propellernoisepredictionme_hods.
e D_w:lop advanced s=ructul-al concep..s for hubs and multiple low
activity factor blades, making fuller use of advanced composites.
This w_ll require devalopmen_ of more precise aerolas_ic a_lalysls
tec_uliques, including bo_h structural modelin_ and unsteady
aerodynamics.
Structures
@ Continue 4evelopment of hiEher s_reng_h matrix materials with
better fiber bond suren_hs. Graphite fibers are a%ailable with
filament szren_hs of 600,000 psi. The limi_in_ factor is _he
ma_ri_= and me,fix/fiber bond. Research _o improve fiber we_tin_
is also required.
_ Expand research on the durability and damaEe _olerance of
composite s_rucuures. Establish a data base for curren_ materials
and assem_"- techniques, and develop materials wi_h be_er
impact/fatigue/crack Erowth characzeriS_ics.
O Continue research in li_hrulinE pro_e_:ion for composite win_s with
in_eEral fuel _anks.
• Continue _es_s of environmental effects on bonded and composite
structure. Accelerated environmenual _es_s should be complemented
wi_h tests of Ln-service components.
• Expand developmen_ of automated composite manufac_urin_ me,hods,
includ_mE component la_ps and windinss.
@ Continue development of inspeczion nechniques for bonded and
composite components and assemblies.
Systems
W Develop li_nner wei6ht systems, includin_ diEital avionics, flat
panel displays, fiber optic da_a channels, and use of composites
in mechanical systems.
Tes_ _he use of fluid-we_zed porous ].eadingedges for both insect
and ice pro_ec=lon on NLF win_s.
@ Develop ride control system _echnolo_les, iacludin_ sensor design,
system response rates, and effective aerodynamic aevices for use
in combina_ien with adv6_ced high lift sys_.em, ailerons, and
elevators. System desi_n studies should be co_I_i/-A_ed, and
promising concepts could be _es_ed a_ _he ,N_,_SA-Ames7 x i0 fZ wind
_u_inei faci!i=y.
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